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Abstract

Environmental dynamism and uncertainty can play a critical role in many problems involving camera-based detection of real-life objects. Uncertainty is witnessed due to the presence of climatic irregularities including illumination changes, smoke, heat-waves, dust and rain. In such scenarios, the visibility of an object can severely be influenced by both signal-noise and occlusion. With the recent developments in sensing technology and computing domains, it is still possible to overcome the shortcomings of uncertainty. Multimodal image processing techniques provide very encouraging results by reducing noise and improving visibility. However, the multimodality needs further improvements to enhance accuracy, performance and robustness. Here, an evolutionary multimodal method is proposed to succeed over the discussed limitations. An evolutionary biological inspiration is applied to create a set of computing models. The proposed set of innovative evolutionary algorithms allows to reduce redundancies in datasets and improve the detection process. Experimental validation is performed for testing proposed algorithms. A formal simulation method for data modelling process was incorporated in the testing scheme to emulate environmental variations. Rigorous experimenting and analysis show the merits of the proposed methodology. Notably, both the accuracy and performance can be improved significantly using the proposed evolutionary apparatus.
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Nomenclature

A

AI - Artificial intelligence is intelligence displayed by machines, in contrast with the natural intelligence displayed by animals.

ANN - Artificial Neural Network a concept inspired from biological neurons and used as a classification tool.

B

Bayesian Inference - A statistical inference which uses Bayes’ Theorem to update the current probability for a hypothesis.

C

Classifier - A statistical classification algorithm in a software or computing engineering context used for analytical purposes.

D

DCA - Discriminant Classification Analysis is a type of classifier where groups of populations are known a priori and observations are classified into known populations.

Decision Trees - Decision Trees have a tree-like structure to model decisions and their possible consequences.
Deep Learning - A neural network variation which uses multiple layers of neurons to perform a heuristic analysis.

Dempster-Schafer - Dempster-Schafer approach is an evidence-based mathematical theory which is a generalization of Bayesian inference theory.

DWT - Discrete Wavelet Transform is a technique uses a set of small waves or wavelets to represent a signal.

EA - Evolutionary Algorithm is a subset of evolutionary computation, a generic population-based metaheuristic optimization algorithm.

EC - Evolutionary Computing or Computation is a family of algorithms for global optimization inspired by biological evolution.

ED - Environmental Dynamism is defined as any noticeable change in an environment due to natural or artificial causes.

GA - Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic inspired by the process of natural selection that belongs to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms.

Heuristic - Heuristic is an approach to problem-solving that employs a practical method not guaranteed to be optimal, but sufficient for the immediate goals.

IEEE - The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is a non-profit professional association, fostering technical research and knowledge amongst academia and the engineering industry.
Inference - A conclusion calculated and thus determined based on the evidences collected from various cues.

K

KNN - K Nearest Neighbours is an algorithm very commonly used as a classification tool, a non-parametric method used for classification and regression.

L

LDA - Linear Discriminant Analysis is a statistical classification algorithm categorized under supervised machine learning.

Learning Classifier - A rule-based machine learning where the classifier learns from training datasets.

M

Multimodality - Multimodality provides multiple sources of data-channels for the same target for improved sensory perception.

N

Neural Network - A network of Biological neurons in the brain where every neuron represents an individual processing unit.

P

PCA - Principal Component Analysis is a computing procedure using orthogonal transformation to convert an observation set into a value set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components.

S

SVM - Support Vector Machines are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis.
Part I

Theory, Concepts and State of the Art Methods
1 Introduction

In many real-life object detection problems, accuracy is restricted due to uncertain and dynamic operating environments [38, 39, 47, 76]. In general, Environmental Dynamism (ED) can be defined as any noticeable change in an environment due to natural or artificial causes. Principle factors causing ED include natural variations, weather changes, pollution, demographic factors and so forth. Circumstances causing ED may be predictable or unpredictable. The after effects of ED contain uncertain environmental conditions. Handling dynamism and uncertainty in optimisation without losing essential details is one of the challenging research areas. Dynamic Environment is also unpredictable and devoid of patterns and regularities. Thus, the detection process of moving peak benchmarks in the environments involving dynamism is a computationally intensive and complicated task.

1.1 Problem Context

Few approaches for handling such stochastic situations are multimodal-sensor-fusion, heuristic algorithms and parallel-processing [43, 105, 107, 139, 130]. In the case of computer vision applications, environmental variations may consist of dynamism in illumination, weather changes (rain, fog, heat waves), dust particle density, smoke and so on. Few of the serious implications due to dynamic environmental conditions include noisy images, blurred images and occlusion of objects. In all the above cases, image quality is deteriorated with time and needs an adaptive selection in the image analysis software system for an object detection process. Apart from the algorithmic work, multimodality of the data acquisition system is an essential criterion to achieve better accuracy, stability and performance.
1.1.1 Effects of Uncertain and Dynamic Environments on Image Data Quality

Environmental Dynamism can affect the image quality in one or many ways. Image sharpness is a measure of the amount of detail conveyed to the observer. Image sharpness can be changed due to variability and incompleteness in environmental illumination. Variable climatic conditions can alter the visibility of an object due to foggy conditions, rainfall, snowfall, mirage, smoke and dust particles above specific density. Any clarity affecting an environmental parameter can also occlude the object entirely or partially. Other effects of climatic variations include a change in contrast level, impact on colour accuracy and distortion of the image.

1.1.2 Evolutionary Multimodal Detection

An evolutionary multimodal computational approach is proposed in this thesis to improve accuracy and reliability of object detection in dynamic environmental conditions. The proposed method can be applied either at modality level or feature level to reduce redundancy and noise in multimodal datasets. In this process, evolutionary biological concepts like genotypes and phenotypes are used to model these datasets and adapt them to changed environmental conditions by applying selection rules are used. The selection process typically involves the use of a feedback mechanism based on benchmark datasets and datasets in processing. The environmental dynamism is handled at a spatial level within datasets, and temporal scales within a sequence of datasets acquired one after another. Thus, this approach tries to create a blueprint of modal or feature level datasets to adjust as per the changed operating conditions.
1.2 Rationale

Currently, a multimodal-imaging is applied in many classes of applications including satellite-imagery, healthcare, gaming, robotics, etc. Developing an adaptive algorithmic solution to work with moving optima type problems would allow improving these applications further to achieve specific goals. An enhanced machine learning model would enable extending its applicability in various application domains since at the core of the computational model, the evolutionary processing will be done on metadata level. Evolutionary Algorithms are especially useful for search and optimisation type problems where there can be multiple solutions, and search space is usually very vast.

1.3 Aims and Objectives

This research study aims to investigate the application of evolutionary algorithms to overcome moving optima and environmental variations in the case of multimodal image detection applications. Since multimodality offers alternate sources of information for a targeted objective, its usage selectively can improve classification and performance of the detection process. In the case of computer vision applications, current methods offer all these advantages in a limited manner. During this research study, an attempt is made to enhance those benefits further by reducing redundant and noisy data-elements.

1.3.1 Targeted Aims

- **Accuracy Improvement:**

  Usage of evolutionary algorithms for optimising multimodal input data at
modal, feature or inference level can assist to improve the accuracy of detection objectives. In the case of a discussed set of applications, running optimisation at metadata level to train an algorithm to select either specific modalities or features of the dataset allows reducing redundancies. Due to this factor, all data supplied to a classification algorithm can have inputs with minimum common cross-section enabling a reduction in confusion and improvement in accuracy.

- **Robustness:**
  Since the proposed algorithms can keep its optimum evolving as per the environmental variations, they can improve the robustness of the detection process. Any sudden or gradual changes in the environment causing its effects on datasets will need to be accommodated using an adaptive algorithm. Especially abrupt variations can be managed by the proposed set of evolutionary algorithms.

- **Reliability:**
  In case of the evolutionary algorithms, one of the primary objectives is to optimize supplied datasets. During this process, the quality of datasets can be enhanced, and the detection process can be made more reliable.

- **Performance Enhancement:**
  Feeding data selectively to fusion, parallel-processing or classification algorithms means a reduction in input scale which may allow improving performance. Reduced size of either data itself or extracted features helps to carry out remaining processing in a more quick and efficient way. Such a reduction can especially help in a real-time application where performance requirements are essential or in specific applications where accuracy requirement is critical.
• **Scalability Expansion:**

Selective input processing can allow the increasing scale of the input data since it creates an allowance for additional information by cutting on unrequired redundant elements. Thus, a same bandwidth of inputs can allow feeding higher number of information channels of images. Therefore, the proposed method can help to improve the scalability of the detection inputs.

### 1.3.2 Objectives

The purpose of this investigation is to improve, develop and apply evolutionary computational models to multimodal image processing/computer vision applications to improve accuracy, performance and investigate the effect on the scalability of contemporary detection algorithms. The evolutionary computing methods will be developed either using currently available algorithms like Genetic Algorithms or by developing entirely new concepts inspired from evolutionary biology. Various aspects of imaging applications like spatial and temporal components will be improved by forming adaptive solutions towards a dynamic environmental scenario.

### 1.4 Hypothesis

> “An evolutionary multimodal algorithmic approach can be used to improve accuracy, performance and robustness of the object detection process in dynamic and uncertain environments.”

The dynamic optimisation problems are known for their stochastic behaviour. For variable environmental conditions, the pattern verification process needs to ap-
proach as same as moving optimum type of concerns like the dynamic optimisation problems. Tracking such a moving optimum can be beyond the capabilities of traditional numerical methods due to their steady-state or fixed optimum characteristics. The mathematical techniques are relatively computationally expensive and tend to consume enormous computational resources. The computational expense increased is due to the high variability required for large size data handling and processing.

Thus, stochastic techniques can be an alternative for solving such problems. One of the classes of such stochastic techniques is the self-adaptive evolutionary algorithm which provides a state of the art solution for overcoming the moving optima. Furthermore, a meta-modelling approach can improve the robustness of evolutionary algorithms used in dynamic environment detection using multiple sensory resources.

1.5 Innovation and Contribution to Various Bodies of Knowledge

Research work performed so far and to be completed adds value to various engineering application areas. Contributions to specific knowledge bodies are listed below:

- **Pattern Recognition:**
  A new approach specifically for variable environmental conditions is developed where an optimum continuously keeps moving. This method adds value to the current pattern recognition methods by decreasing redundancies in variable inputs.

- **Evolutionary Algorithms:**
  An attempt is given to enhance adaptivity of current multimodal detection and classification processes by developing new variations of evolutionary algorithms. Beyond the widely used concept, ‘crossover and mutation’, few other
principles like ‘phenotypic plasticity’, ‘bet-hedging’ and ‘gene-silencing’ are implemented to add to this knowledge stream.

- **Data Fusion:**
  A novel heuristic approach is invented for improving data fusion applications which mainly require high adaptivity to the dynamic environments. Addition of the evolutionary mathematical operations allows reducing noisy and redundant data elements. Therefore, the fusion-based methods being critical in multimodal computer vision applications are benefited with the increased accuracy and robustness.

- **Multimodal Computer Vision:**
  A new computationally efficient and intelligent methodology for object detection in various environmental irregularities is discovered. This method not only improves the overall accuracy but also allows to increase the efficiency of input datasets by reducing redundant elements.

Apart from knowledge bodies various application domains as well can be benefited from this research exercise. In the current research topic, the main focus is on developing an intelligent heuristic method for a new generation of low-cost sensory applications. An inexpensive and smart vision system will be the solution to many engineering applications which run in uncertain and dynamic environmental conditions. A number of the applicable areas are listed below:

- **Robotics:**
  A new generation of mobile robots is mostly equipped with such type of vi-
sion system. Use of the evolutionary computing methods can be beneficial to explore objects in constrained areas and variable environmental conditions.

- **Machine Inspection:**
  A new generation of mobile robots is mostly equipped with such type of vision system. Use of the evolutionary computing methods can be beneficial to explore objects in constrained areas and variable environmental conditions. Having a presence of obstacles in variable lighting conditions can be sensed using an adaptive vision system.

- **Surveillance & Security:**
  Many of the surveillance applications are supposed to monitor in a relatively vast variety of working conditions. Any suspicious movement during sudden environmental changes can be challenging to track by using a multimodal sensory approach. Adding an evolutionary computational intelligence to filter situation specific events and anomalies adaptively can make these applications better equipped and accurate.

- **Healthcare Applications:**
  Many conventional multimodal healthcare and medical applications need accurate predictive methods to detect human body parameters and disease symptoms. Using the proposed method can enhance their prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the growth in IoT and cheaper sensing options connected to a cloud server provides newer ways for remote healthcare applications. Right from data optimisation to event level processing, many scenarios can be benefited by using proposed adaptive computational methods.
1.6 Validation of Proposed Methodology

For validating the proposed methodology, a computational architecture is developed which can run on any of the modern computer platforms. This design can be implemented using any procedural or an object-oriented programming language. In the implementation, the object detection process is followed in a serial manner, starting with data-acquisition then data-optimisation and finally completed with the object classification. In this case, few of the most prominently practiced algorithms for every phase of the detection process are pre-programmed in functional blocks and stored. Use of such pre-programmed blocks allows swift and straightforward implementation of experimental scenarios. This application is an essential requirement since the proposed evolutionary algorithms need to work at various levels and phases of the detection process. Having readily available code blocks give an option to use them in a plug and play manner with the proposed evolutionary methods.

Another important aspect of the proposed validation process is to simulate gradual and sudden environmental variations. Here, different noise levels are added from smaller to a more considerable extent in a systematic and stochastic manner to provide the datasets with an additional variability. These added variations allow simulating environmental fluctuations to a certain degree. Added noise creates further variety to the datasets which are used for the experimental validation. Thus, a base dataset is expanded to verify the effects environmental fluctuations on the functioning of the proposed algorithms.

Furthermore, the proposed algorithms are adopted mainly for optimisation purposes. These algorithms are utilized at different levels from choosing a modality to a feature subset selection process. It intends these algorithms need to operate in different scenarios in cooperation with traditional methods used for the multimodal detection processes. In the experimental validation, proposed techniques
are employed to validate them along with the conventional fusion and classification methods. Apart from a combinational technique like data-fusion the validation is also conducted on an entire set of modalities without fusing them. Hence, the experimental validation attempts to verify the proposed hypothesis from contextual, application and computational perspectives.

1.7 Limitations and Constraints

The proposed evolutionary algorithms mainly focus on their applicability and results for multimodal imaging applications. Here, an approach is explicitly studied for computer vision applications using visual, infra-red and ultra-violet modalities. One of the primary focus is to improve object detection process which uses multiple camera modalities. During the experimental validation, there is no attempt made to apply the proposed set of computational models beyond the computer vision applications.

Another constraint is the type of data used and processed by the proposed algorithms. This investigation mostly focuses on a use of spatial domain datasets with their feature level representation. These features are derived further by using sets representing them into real life physical properties like size, shape, colour, etc. of the detected region of interests or ROIs in the multimodal dataspaces. The emphasis is given to improve detection results by reducing redundancy with the application of evolutionary algorithms and then validating the optimized features with classification algorithms.

Finally, the proposed method does not intend to replace the conventional classification algorithms or currently used multimodal fusion algorithms. These algorithms operate as an additional sequence in the detection process to increase accuracy and
reliability by optimising input datasets at different phases.

1.8 Structure of Thesis

This thesis is divided into two main sections with seven chapters:

- This chapter gives an overview of the research topic and the report itself;
- The second chapter explains various applications and theories involved in Multimodal Imaging/Vision area;
- The third chapter provided in-depth knowledge on the proposed computational models for realizing the proposed hypothesis and achieving research goals;
- The forth chapter discusses validation model from software and hardware perspectives with experimental results;
- The fifth chapter presents cases studies associated with the proposed evolutionary computational approach;
- The sixth chapter lists all related research contributions in various international conferences and journals; and
- The seventh chapter finishes the thesis with concluding remarks on the research findings with future directions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter Number</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Background Context</th>
<th>State of the Art Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 1</strong></td>
<td><em>Introduction:</em> Thesis topic with Aims, Objectives and Rationale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Literature Review:</em> Multimodal Detection Techniques State of the Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Methodology:</em> Evolutionary Multimodal Computational Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Number</td>
<td>Experimental Framework</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Action Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 4</strong></td>
<td>Experimental Testbed: modelling and Design of Framework</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 5</strong></td>
<td>Experimental Work: Validation and Evaluation of Proposed Evolutionary Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 6</strong></td>
<td>Action Research: Environmental, Healthcare and Industrial Applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 7</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.8.1 Structure of Thesis in Detail

The thesis is organised into three parts which are explained in detail below:

- **Part I: Theory, Concepts and State of the Art Methods**

- **Chapter 1: Introduction**

  *Pages 23-41*

  This chapter provides a high-level perspective of the thesis with the hypothesis, aims, objectives and rationale. It also includes sequence and structure of the remaining dissertation. A sequence and structure of the remaining dissertation are presented in here. A short overview of every thesis chapter is provided. Finally, all published research to date in proceedings and journals is listed.

- **Chapter 2: Multimodal Detection Techniques Applications & Methods**

  *Pages 41-80*

  This chapter provides an overview of recent State of the Art methods applied for the multimodal imaging applications. The main classes were identified which are fusion, parallel processing and classification methods for processing multimodal images or their reduced feature forms. This chapter also provides an overview of various applications associated with Multimodal detection. The multimodality is applicable in many areas of real life which includes healthcare, bio-metrics, robotics, satellite imaging, etc. Very briefly the hardware and software level concepts applied by other researchers are discussed to bring in attention towards applicability of multimodality.
• **Chapter 3: Evolutionary Multimodal Algorithms**

*Pages 80-113*

This chapter discusses methodology in detail with all provided solutions to the problem to be addressed. Here, various multimodal evolutionary methods are presented with their computational architectures.

• **Part II: Research Contributions and Validation**

• **Chapter 4: Experimental Design**

*Pages 113-135*

Chapter four outlines experimental framework and considerations. In this chapter, system specifications and architecture required for performing proposed experimental work is explained.

• **Chapter 5: Experimental Results**

*Pages 135-154*

This chapter provides experimental results of all the validation exercises for the proposed methodology. Qualitative and quantitative aspects of the proposed method is assessed through these results.

• **Chapter 6: Action Research**

*Pages: 154-166*

In this chapter, case studies providing the proposed research used in real-life scenarios are discussed. In here, application for environmental monitoring and health domain are presented with their architectures and prototypes.
• **Chapter 7: Conclusion**

*Pages: 166-182*
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2 State of the Art Techniques for Multimodal Detection

Multimodal object detection can be performed using various computational techniques. Based on the rigorous literature review these methods can be divided into three major classes: data fusion, parallel processing and heuristic or machine learning algorithms. The fusion techniques use either spatial or spectral form of registered images and combine them. This aggregation can allow complementing of modalities to each other to create an enhanced result. The success of these methods massively relies on registration of the input datasets. The fusion process can be implemented at data, feature and inference level. The second significant multimodal processing category is parallel processing methods. Implementation of parallel algorithms is mostly driven by computer hardware architectures. The heuristic or machine learning algorithms are often applied to multimodal detection for the data in feature form. Multimodal feature optimisation and classification are the most common applications of the machine learning algorithms.

This chapter has the first subsection to discuss these multimodal methods. The second subsection has case studies and examples of the applications which use multimodal detection algorithms. The final subsection summarizes the chapter with concluding remarks.

2.1 Computational Apparatus for Multimodal Detection Methods

2.1.1 Image Fusion Methods

As discussed before, many of image fusion processes are available to integrate data at various abstraction levels. Two of the most commonly applied fusion techniques are as below:
• **Spatial Fusion:**
  
  Mamdani, Wavelets and Principal Component Analysis

• **Inference Fusion:**
  
  Bayesian and Dempster Shafer methods

---

**Spatial Fusion**

The Mamdani technique [96] replaces one to one pixels at the same location with a maximum, minimum or average value of a pixel to create an output image. These methods tend to achieve moderate success with the low-quality input images. Any further analysis will highly rely on the accuracy of the image registration as well. Misaligned photos will add to errors of the fusion process and this will not allow correct detection of objects present in the acquired imagery. Thus, these algorithms offer a straightforward solution to many problems and can be used in cases where registration accuracy is guaranteed.

Wang et al. propose a General Image Fusion (GIF) method [124] which is a comprehensive framework for evaluating existing image fusion methods. In this research study, authors review many contemporary fusion methods which include HIS transform, Brovay transform, High-pass filtering, Wavelet transforms, High-pass Modulation, Principal Component Analysis, and Multi-resolution Analysis-Based Intensity Modulation.

Another review by Bo et al. [136, 127] in various image fusion techniques discusses pixel level fusion methods which present a generalization of computational architecture. The overall sequence of this architecture includes multimodal image registration process followed by pre-processing, fusion, post-processing and finally visualization. Authors consider most commonly used imaging modalities including
visual, infrared, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Panchromatic (Pan), etc. for the fusion operations.

Weighted Averaging is one of the simplest pixel level fusion methods which uses the average value of every pixel from all source images.

\[ C(x, y) = \alpha AA(x, y) + \alpha BB(x, y) \]  

Where A and B are source images whereas \( \alpha A \) and \( \alpha B \) are scalar weights. The outcome of the fusion process is an image C.

The Principal Component Analysis or simply PCA [87] is a method which extracts major components of the data to decrease it to lower dimensions. It converts set of correlated variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated variables called principal components. In a simpler terminology PCA can create multiple component images at lower resolutions which are further used to fuse with transformed images from another modality. The biggest drawback for these methods is suppression of salient features since averaging operation treats all input modalities with equal importance and blindly uses every pixel value.

Multiscale-based fusion schemes use three essential steps to create a fused output. These three operations include:

- Decomposition of input images A and B into sub-images using either wavelet or pyramidal transform methods,
- The second step is to fuse all decomposed images employing a fusion rule \( \Phi \), and
- The final step is to reconstruct fused image C by applying an inverse transform.
Pyramidal decomposition allows simulation of multiscale information into multiple scales of human visual perception. A primary example of this method includes a Gaussian pyramid based on Gaussian kernel $\omega$ and a 2D downsample. For an $i^{th}$ level of the Gaussian pyramid for image $g(0)$ is:

$$g(i)(x, y) = [\omega(x, y) * g(i-1)(x, y)] \downarrow 2$$

(2)

Where $*$ is a convolution operator and $\downarrow$ is a down-sampling operator.

In case of Laplacian pyramid similar decomposition is achieved using following formula:

$$l(i-1)(x, y) = g(i-1)(x, y) - 4\omega(x, y) * [g(i)(x, y)] \uparrow 2$$

(3)

The advantage of the wavelets is that it can provide representation in both time and frequency domains. In the case of wavelet decomposition, an input image is decomposed into low and high frequency components. In the case of fusion applications, multiple inputs are split into low and high-frequency components and then those are fused together. A typical one stage two-dimensional wavelet decomposition is explained here.

Fusion rules in are used to fuse decomposed images into a singular output. Most commonly seen three types of rules are as below:

- **Point-based Rules:**

  In this rule every pixel is considered as an independent entity and then fused together.

$$SC(x, y) = SA(x, y), |SA(x, y)| > |SB(x, y)|SB(x, y)$$

(4)
• **Area-based Rules:**

In this type of rules, a correlation between the local area of the main image with other sub-images is used as a fusion rule.

• **Region-based Rules:**

Use of edges or segmented regions is one of the conventional methods under this type of rule. Evaluation of fusion techniques can be done using four common techniques:

  - **Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):**

    Error computed between an ideal and fused image using following formula:

  - **Mutual Information (MI):**

    This method is more useful in case of heterogeneous fusion applications and this parameter is computed using following formula:

    \[
    MI = H(A, B) + H(C) - H(A, B, C) \tag{5}
    \]

    Where:

    - \(H(C)\) is defines the entropy of the post-processed image C;
    - \(H(A, B)\) represents the collective entropy of the inputs A, B;
    - \(H(A, B, C)\) is the joint entropy of input and post-processed images.

  - **Edge Formation (EF):**

    A metric used in the research work [134] by Xydeas et al. In here, QAC
is edge preservation amount within inputs A and C; QBC is the value in B and C; \(w_A\) and \(w_B\) are weight functions described based on the edge intensity of inputs A and B, respectively.

- **Spatial Frequency (SF):**

  This evaluation metric uses rows and columns as a basis for calculation:
  
  Here, \(f_{row}\) and \(f_{col}\) are spatial frequencies.

---

**colour Space Fusion**

colour Space Fusion is a linear combination of input image colour spaces into a fused image to create an imaginary with a new colour spectrum. The best example is combining RGB with IR spectrum creating another colour spectrum. Here, Markov Random Fields and Simulated Annealing methods use optimisation approach to fusion. An appropriate cost function is used to define a fusion goal and then an optimisation algorithm is used to find an optimum solution by treating the data as specified.

Kumar and Dass [75] suggest an algorithmic approach based on total variation for pixel-level image fusion. The authors propose the fusion process as an inverse problem and locally affine conjunction with PCA to estimate the image fusion output. The proposed algorithm estimates the sensor gain by splitting the input image into smaller blocks. The fusion process is implemented using a total variation approach over every pixel in a set of images.

Hamza et al. propose a pixel level fusion method [46] by treating it as an optimisation problem where a biorthogonal wavelet transform of every input image is calculated and then divergence based fusion algorithm constructs composite wavelet coefficients. Purpose of this research study is to integrate complementary informa-
tion from multiple images and enhance a base image to improve visual perception for human eyes. Authors claim superiority over other wavelet-based contemporary methods.

Yang and Li propose an image fusion method [135] using the signal sparse representation approach. In this work, the authors create a set of sparse representation on overlapping patches instead of an entire image. They also use simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit to temporally align sparsely decomposed images into the same subset of a repository.

Petrović and Xydeas propose a technique[92] which uses multiscale image fusion to provide an efficient fusion process and to minimise aliasing effects in conventional multi-resolution fusion methods. Here, the fusion process involves combining of features at two different scales by using adaptive size averaging templates. Simple arithmetic fuses the larger sized images and then an efficient feature selection is applied to combine the more delicate details.

Thus, the spatial fusion techniques are very commonly applied with several variations as per the requirements of a targeted application.

**Inference Methods**

Inference methods [129] use a rule-based approach from the theory of probability. Bayes’ formula is a prime for all inference methods due to its ability to define the relation between priorities and hypothesis. This subsection discusses inference methods including the Bayesian model, the Dempster-Schaffer approach, and hybrid probabilistic models.

The Bayesian Inference model is a probabilistic model commonly employed for sensor fusion applications [30]. It provides a characterisation of probabilities to the truth and falsehood of events that are not random. It involves collecting an evidence that is either consistent or inconsistent with the desired or targeted hypothesis.
With the sufficiency of the evidence, an assumption of confidence in the hypothesis is obtained.

The simplest form of Bayesian Inference model has following representation:

\[ P(H/E) = \frac{(P(E/H) \times P(H))}{P(E)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where:

- \( H \) = A specific hypothesis which may or may not be a null hypothesis
- \( E \) = An observed evidence
- \( P(H) \) = A prior probability of \( H \)
- \( P(E/H) \) = A conditional likelihood of \( E \) to observe if \( H \) appears valid
- \( P(E) \) = A marginal likelihood of \( E \) is a priori likelihood of witnessing the new observation \( E \) under every potential hypothesis
- \( P(H/E) \) = A posterior probability of \( H \) provided \( E \) and a new measure of likelihood is an estimate of the likelihood that hypothesis \( H \) is valid, taking evidence \( E \) into a record

Thus, the Bayesian approach can be applied to applications involving mixed or uncertain information. This reflection is derived because it supports propagation of a belief and it can be implemented for modelling affiliations between diverse ranges of tentative information sets.

An investigation by Pavlin et al. [90] provides a case study on a Bayesian fusion of multisensor fusion. The authors assume scenarios where states can be represented in collections of arbitrary variables and then distributed into hidden
and observed events. Finally, the hidden events in this representation are evaluated for a classification process by the cooperation with Bayesian Networks. Here, the mapping between hidden states and hypothesis is defined by the Bayesian Network. Therefore, this entire process transitions with a state estimation and probabilistic inferring tasks in a sequential manner.

Singhal et al. propose [112] a multilevel Bayesian modelling approach for automatic subject detection in an image fusion application. The goal of this method is to overcome shortcomings in the previous techniques while addressing uncertainties and dependencies. In this process, statistical evidence is generated by applying region segmentation and feature extraction processes to the image. This evidence acts as an a priori information for the Bayesian network used for detecting the main subject. As per the authors, a tree-like structure of this system allows to analyse the statistical cues in greater detail and provides superior results as compared with the contemporary methods. Multilevel Bayesian modelling to construct a belief map by identifying the main subjects located in the image significantly improves classification accuracy. Thus, this study provides a detailed view of the applicability of a multilevel Bayesian inference theory towards a real-life problem.

Wei et al. propose a method [128] for fusion of hyperspectral and multispectral images using a hierarchical Bayesian model. In his work, a set of multiband images for the same scene is acquired from multiple sensors and applied with an observation model as below:

\[ Z_p = F_p(X) + E_p \]  

(7)

- Where:
- $Z_p$ is an observed data,
- $F_p(X)$ is a linear transformation model over a scene, and
- $X$ and $E_p$ are noise and modelling coefficient.

In this approach, prior information on a spectral distribution of images is used as a probability distribution for the Bayesian inference model. The Bayesian estimators are computed from a scene of interest by using an appropriate sampling strategy towards the images captured by sensors. Thus, the Bayesian modelling allows an efficient decision level fusion between the pictures with different spectral dimensions.

Guerriero et al. propose a strategy for detecting a target using a distributed method [42] utilising a network of sensors. In this approach, multiple sensors are scattered in different geographical locations to track the possible locations of a target under consideration. Here, every sensor is responsible for sending its observation efficiently by using a quantised form of data. A view collection is done separately at a system called a fusion centre. A Bayesian model is embedded in the fusion centre for calculating a possible location of the targeted subject. Thus, the Bayesian model along with a decentralised architecture helps to improve the system efficiency and reduces the data transmission bandwidth.

Wu & Wong use a signal strength of wireless sensor network to improve the target tracking scheme [118, 131, 136]. A collaborative effort by the sensors along with cross-modality and cross-sensor fusion allows accurate tracking of objects. The Bayesian network here formulates the sensory signal strengths to calculate the probable location of the object to be detected. Thus, the Bayesian inference modelling effectively establishes cross-modal and cross-sensor decision level fusion within a group of sensors.
Prodanov and Drygajlo propose a speech error handling method [97] for an interaction between a robot and human in a high acoustic noise. Here, the acoustic modality alone cannot be used to the high level of interference in the environment, and it is supported by a laser scanning modality. A Bayesian modelling of acoustic and scanner data reduces the speech error and improves the accuracy of the system. Again, a Bayesian approach allows a decision level fusion using a heterogeneous combination of the modalities.

Thus, the Bayesian methods for sensor fusion tasks are essential techniques which allow a decision level fusion by isolating the actual data level constraints. Other advantages include improved energy efficiency, reduced bandwidth and increased geographical scope of the application. The most notable limitation of this approach is its heavy reliance on the evidence collected from different sources. In a probabilistic approach, the evidence can only serve to improve the probability of the hypothesis, or in case of inadequate evidence, the likelihood can drastically decrease.

Franko and Boyer propose an image fusion method [36] for silhouettes using a Bayesian inference approach. In this work, they recommend the use of the inference technique to a forward sensor model with cause and relationship model. A joint probability calculation using Bayes rule used to calculate the outcome of the inference level fusion process.

Gros et al. propose a data fusion model [31, 32, 41, 43] for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) at the pixel level using a Bayesian inference approach. The process here includes the input of eddy current and infrared thermography, pre-processing and finally fusion using the Bayesian inference technique. Authors use a conditional probability of occurrence for both parameters (Eddy current and Infrared thermographic images) to calculate the combined inference for NDT results. Thus, two distinct modalities are fused at inference level by the authors using a Bayesian
model. Here, authors do consider the possibility of either additive or subtractive effect of the fusion process.

Murtagh et al. propose a Bayesian inference method for multiband image segmentation [86] with model-based image segmentation. Here, authors use a Bayesian selection model for choosing multiple clusters. Authors consider a number of candidates $G = G_{\text{min}}, \ldots, G_{\text{max}}$. Every cluster $G$ in this set represents a separate statistical model for the dataset $MG$. Here, the Bayesian formula is used to combine inferences received from all clusters for a multiband fusion process. Authors claim superior results due to the Bayesian method they applied.

Another commonly applied method classified under a Bayesian model is a Hidden Markov model. The Markov method models the hidden observation states for further processing. A case study [110] by Shivappa et al. performs a multimodal tracking of objects using hidden states or filtered observations. The hidden states are decoded from observations coming through a principal modality. A posteriori likelihood is determined and applied as extrinsic knowledge to the next sensor to decode hidden states of subsequent modality. The method proceeds furthermore until the final modality is assessed using external knowledge acquired from its predecessor. Following step of an algorithm is to threshold the aggregate probability of the state sequences.

The Dempster-Schafer approach is an evidence-based mathematical theory which it is a generalisation of Bayesian inference theory [48]. Evidence collected from different sources with a degree of beliefs of all available evidence is applied for an effective sensor fusion process. Due to the limited success of Bayesian implementations to handle the problem of 'uncertainty', a separate attempt is needed to overcome this issue. The Dempster-Schafer approach, though, a belief function can help with an additional attribute for measurement of states. A belief in a hypothesis is described
using beliefs and plausibility. A belief is measured by summing quantities of each subset of the likelihood. Plausibility is a difference between the maximum probability and all quantities not intercrossing with the hypothesis. Thus, the belief represents the support to hypothesis and plausibility.

Wu et al. discuss an approach applied to a sensor fusion application using Dempster-Shafer theory [130]. The authors assume that the context knowledge can be expressed in metaphorical and numerical form. The mapping of data flow is performed from sensory observations to represent context level description. Based on these premises, an intermediate level or higher-level modalities are evaluated for application-specific inferences. An observed sensor contribution is applied to establish a belief in the context of realities or events. Based on the set of belief masses, the plausibility of every hypothesis is determined. A further value is added by specifying weight to Dempster-Shafer evidence combination rules. The weighted Dempster-Shafer combination of evidence is produced by estimating historical data from sensor performance. Finally, the historical data of a sensor for a particular situation is used for calculating the level of trust in the current case.

In another study, Pong and Challa [95] explore various uncertainty measures under an evidential reasoning framework and Dempster-Shafer Fusion Frameworks. Here, the sensor selection process is based on the measure of uncertainty level. Total Uncertainty measurement with a proposed search needs further work for making sensor fusion adaptive. Fuzzy Logic combined with probabilistic approaches.

A method by Sun et al. uses a combined approach with a K means clustering algorithm and Dempster-Shafer evidential rules [117]. A transformer error detection application was developed by applying a multisensory fusion method. The sensory data is fuzzified for detecting fault patterns and fed to Dempster-Shafer inference engine. Thus, fuzzy logic is used to a fuzzification of the sensory states helps to
handle the dynamic behaviour of events. A mixed approach with a fuzzy and probabilistic method is applied for estimating the authenticity of the fusion system. A reliability evaluation algorithm uses a failure frequency as an ambiguous parameter.

An extensive review and trials on multimodal detection [146] by Yi Zheng and Ping Zheng shows significant results. The authors use a fuzzy inference method to combine visual and infrared spectrums. The fuzzy inference is particularly used to improve the image fusion quality. The case study suggested by the authors required detecting objects in variable environmental conditions. The proposed method shows enhanced results.

An investigation by Kumar et al. explicitly concentrates on addressing target discovery in changing environmental conditions by applying multimodal sensory approach [75]. Multimodal sensory data are utilised to create beliefs about a target in the atmosphere. Authors use an intermediate or a high-level belief fusion approach. The process begins by evaluating of Region of Interest (ROI) or blob using each modality. Every modality detects the right target candidates with specific dimensions and locations. During the next step of the process, a belief mass is calculated for every modality employing appearance proportion and similarity calculation parameters. The further algorithm follows a context-based belief fusion and Kalman filter based on target position integration for additional precision. The proposed algorithm is particularly useful for the system operating in environmental variations because of lighting, perceptibility and climatic conditions.

A robotic application [6] proposed by Amantiadis et al. uses fuzzy fusion process for navigation purposes. The intended application uses a hybrid combination of modalities including vision and RFID. Operational conditions are examined and classified into measurable characteristics by a multimodal sensor fusion process. A relationship between knowledge attributes in surroundings in a feature form is as-
Conclusively, a qualitative property is needed to estimate the RFID efficiency as a degree of probability for each location estimate.

### 2.1.2 Multimodal Detection using Machine Learning Methods

Machine Learning methods are very commonly applied for multimodal detection purposes [43]. In most cases, the unprocessed data is learned and classified at a feature level to identify objects and labels within. The process has two phases, learning and validation. The algorithms are supplied with a portion of datasets for learning, and the remaining portion is validated. A common observation in most of the application is the learning requires two-thirds of the dataset. As understood from the literature review, these algorithms require a massive effort in the learning process.

Following are the most commonly used multimodal learning algorithms for multimodal detection applications [71, 143, 144]:

- Decision Trees (DT),
- Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
- Support Vector Machines (SVM),
- Random Forests (RF),
- K Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
- Naïve Bayes (NB), and
- Discriminant Classifiers (DC)
Figure 1: Feature Classification Process in Multimodal Detection Context
This subsection discusses the theory and applications of the multimodal classification algorithms.

**Decision Trees and Random Forests**

Decision Trees [104] have a tree-like structure as depicted diagrammatically in Figure 2 to model decisions and their possible consequences. The decision tree is one of the simplest models which has been very commonly implemented by the research community. Random Forest algorithms [80] use the Decision Trees in a large volume to stochastically select branches within to form a classification model.

Su et al. use AdaBoost along with Decision Stumps for classifying music emotions in multimodal feature space [115]. The primary task here is to categorise the set of songs into emotion categories. Authors use a decision stump method where single-level decision trees are used to express confidence in decisions. The Multimodal feature set includes audio and lyrics features which are expected to correlate with emotions. Input features are extracted from audio files and lyrics text. The
AdaBoost algorithm is used to maintain weight distribution over all input features. Multiple training cycles are performed over Decision Stumps or so-called ‘Weak Classifiers’. A linear combination of all iterations is used for the final classification. Each piece of music with lyrics has an emotion label attached to it. Here, classification success performance depends on a massive training process conducted by AdaBoost. Another observation seen here is that it does not adequately utilise Decision Trees and uses the only single layer as a weak classifier.

Kerr et al. use decision-trees for classification of multimodal data to diagnose epilepsy [66]. Combination of data belonging to different Epilepsy patients was used to create a multimodal feature pool. Main three modalities used here include CI, MRI, and PET from the real-world data of patients. Since this data belongs to known clinical cases, all datasets are prelabeled. Decision tree classification of this multimodal feature-space provides better accuracy as compared to single modality feature classification. Combined modalities can stretch the accuracy more than 80% as compared to 58.7% maximum for an individual modality classification. Still being a clinical dataset, the proposed application demands more correct results and relies heavily on human intervention. Additionally, highly conditional and decision cues are required to improve this model.

Chen et al. propose a Multimodal Data Mining framework [21] for soccer goal detection using a multimedia data. This study combines a multimodal analysis and the decision tree algorithm to analyse multimedia datasets. The multimodal feature set is formed out of audio-visual features of soccer game videos. The feature set creation process requires audio-visual data extracted for each shot at different granularities. The feature-set is filtered to omit noise and then used for the classification process. The iterative partitioning approach is applied to training datasets to divide the data into smaller branches using context-specific attributes. The decision tree
creation process stops at leaf or class label creation. Thus, the decision tree for classifying a feature set into a goal is developed. Author claim very high accuracy in their experimental results. It may be possible due to binary classification with only one class label is required to find - that is, a goal scored from an audio-video sequence.

**Artificial Neural Network**

The ‘Artificial Neural Networks’ or ANN is a technique [29] inspired by biological neurons in a human brain where every single processing unit comprises a processing capability. The ANN has multiple layers with every layer having various nodes to receive and process the data supplied. A typical implementation of an individual neuron and a multi-layered ANN is described in Figure 4 and 5 respectively.

Hosseini and Moghadam propose an approach [52] based on Artificial Neural
Network to classify a multimodal featureset of a video. The authors propose a Neuro-Fuzzy approach to conduct an analysis of broadcast soccer videos. Set of audio-visual features is used as an input to the proposed classification algorithm and expected classification results as events occurred. Fuzzy logic is used to overcome unpredictability in video data. Authors use the set of fuzzy rules for various semantic events in the audio-video dataset. The proposed computational model allows authors to analyze various soccer matches to find events like a goal, foul, corner, offside, etc. The proposed method is learning intensive and needs plenty of data with prelabeled classes.

Liu et al. propose a method based on stacked contractive encoders [81, 82] or deep-networks for multimodal feature learning. In this approach, authors try to accommodate three modalities in a video signal which include an image, audio and text. The process starts with building a single network to address a feature classification of an individual modality and then scale up to classify remaining feature subsets. For images, feature-set includes visual aspects of shape, geometry, texture, colour, etc. Whereas, audio and texture include their modality-specific features. The entire classification model contains two main layers named as Autoencoder and
Decoder. An autoencoder is a set of neurons $x$, which include input, hidden and reconstruction layers. Whereas, the decoder is a representation of outputs $y$ or a processed form of inputs $x$ in several layers of neurons. The authors use the sigmoid as a base function for every neuron. As per the authors, results of their work show better classification accuracy as compared with contemporary methods.

Gustafson and Paplinski propose a bimodal integration of phonemes and letters using Self Organised Maps [45] which is a variant of the ANN. In this case, a two-dimensional organised plane of neurons is used to receive inputs. The model mainly works on three principles of competition, co-operation and synaptic adaptation within neurons. Competitiveness is a method to find the best possible weighing vector which will give the Autoencoder least error level. The process starts with random weight allocation to neurons, then selecting a vector randomly from the weighted neuron pool and finally by assessing the Euclidean distance between inputs and weights to get a set with minimum distance. This method is beneficial when output data is not available or is limited in quantity.
Figure 6: Binary SVM Classifier

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine [109] or SVM is a learning classifier which can have one to an infinite number of planes to separate feature space into separate classes. Figure 6 shows a typical example of a two-class SVM. SVM is a widely used classification algorithm in many multimodal imaging applications.

Fleury et al. propose an SVM based multimodal classification [34] of activities in smart homes from a health perspective. This method combines sensory data coming from occupancy, sound, temperature and camera sensing modalities. This approach allows combining location, activities of a resident with environmental parameters like temperature to analyse events in their daily lives. The authors use SVM for classification purposes since it requires relatively smaller training data.

Chen et al. propose a multimodal classification approach [18] for documents using feature enhanced rank class (F-Rank Class). The authors combine textual with image data to develop a hybrid or a heterogeneous featureset. This method allows them to combine interesting features from both modalities to complement each other and classify documents. The method forms a heterogeneous information
Figure 7: Autoencoder for Documents

network, then developing a ranking distribution and finally using the F-RankClass framework to classify the multimodal featureset. The comparative study with SVM was conducted to show the merits in the proposed method.

Xue et al. proposed a method [133] to classify image-types present in artefacts from biomedical journals. The objective of the authors is to sort images into two major classes: regular images which can be X-ray, photographs, MRI, etc. and illustrative images which may include mimics, charts, graphs, etc. Challenges in this application involve images surrounded by text, images compounded or combined with other images. Authors propose two algorithms based on SVM and Deep Learning approaches which try to classify a binary set of features. In the proposed method, features are used by authors called as ‘semantic concept features’ or ‘Bag of concepts’. Authors claim better accuracy with the contemporary methods.

Verma and Tiwari propose a multimodal fusion framework [122] for emotion classification using physiological signals. Their work involves modelling signals using wavelet transform and classification using SVM and other contemporary classifiers. Binary classification capability of SVM is used with a Kernel called Poly-Kernal at
a certain value. Authors attempt to classify signal data either in separate channels or in a fused manner. Thus, physiological signal vs emotion relationship is achieved by using classification algorithms and sensor fusion.

**Naive Bayes and Discriminant Classifiers**

Naive Bayes classifier [85] is one of the probabilistic classifiers which is based on the Bayes’ theorem by applying strong or naive confidence within the features. The usual Bayes’ rule where the posterior probability is proportional to prior, likelihood and evidence is enhanced further to calculate conditional distribution over the class variable. Various examples of the use of Naive Bayes’ classifier in multimodality include biomedical, biometric, machine vision and multimedia applications.

Chang et al. apply the Bayes approach [67] in annotating multimodal images for retrieving purposes. The authors employ a process which starts with the annotation of training images by labelling them with a single semantic label. Then the binary classifiers are trained to predict label memberships. Authors use SVM and Bayes methods for classification accuracy comparison. Finally, authors find Bayes method with a better annotation quality than the SVM-based ensemble used in multimodal image retrieval.

Gupta et al. provide a multimodal sentiment analysis [44] and context determination by using perplexed Bayesian classification. In this work, the authors focus mainly on internet multimedia content to extract emotions out of them and classify into sentiments or contexts. Application of perplexed version of Bayesian classifier over the traditional Bayesian classifier provides relatively better results. Linear Discriminant Analysis (Discriminant Classifier) or LDA or DC is another statistical classification algorithm [8] categorised under supervised machine learning. The LDA was invented by Ronald Fisher and mostly used as a dimensionality reduction technique. But in cases, it is also practised as a classifier. The LDA in most of
the cases requires steps to compute mean vectors of the classes involved and then computing scatter-matrices and eigenvectors. Later these eigenvectors are sorted, and finally, only high value-vectors are selected.

Kim and Kitler propose a multimodal face detection algorithm [67] using an LDA with locally linear transformations. Authors focus on nonlinear variations of the facial features due to changes in its pose. Due to the local linear transformations, the facial classification in such a situation is seen improved. Li et al. apply Fisher’s discriminant analysis for dimensionality reduction [79] and class assignment of hyperspectral imagery. The primary objective of this use of Fisher’s method is to preserve multimodality with a reduced dimensionality of the subject datasets. Employing local Fisher’s LDA model shows a significant success in achieving goals set by the authors. Torre and Kanade propose an LDA implementation [77] to overcome the general limitations with high-dimensionality and multimodality. In this work, a Multimodal Discriminant Analysis is applied to overcome these constraints in a conventional LDA. A comparative analysis shows superiority over contemporary methods. Thus, different variants of Bayesian and LDA classifiers can be applied for multimodal imaging applications in various scenarios.

**Adaptivity with Evolutionary Algorithms**

An evolutionary algorithm [72] is a class of algorithms based on a biological emulation of a theory of evolution. In this type of algorithm, the Darwinian principle of “survival of the fittest” is applied to search the optimisation. The algorithmic process involves initialisation of population, fitness or an objective checking and reproduction of the next generation. It commences with a random generation of an encoded population of solution approximations. In the following event, every population member is evaluated for its fitness index against an objective function of the solution. If desired fitness level is found, then the process is terminated else continua-
ued with a reproduction of next-generation chromosomes. Reproduction operation consists of crossover and mutation of population members. During the crossover operation, a chromosome bit sequence varies by swapping one or more bits of its binary code with another population member. Mutation creates random bit swapping in the population to maintain a diversified population in the population pool. Thus, this cycle of a fitness check and reproduction continues until the termination criterion is matched. The termination criterion can be either a number of iterations performed or reaching a desired fitness level of the solution.

Maslov et al. propose an extensive investigation [83] on an application of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for a multi-sensor fusion process. Principle sub-domains of evolutionary algorithms including Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming are discussed from sensor fusion process perspectives. It indicates that evolutionary techniques are gaining popularity due to their superiority and simplicity over traditional optimisation techniques. Conventional optimisation techniques are based on fixed states and are made for deterministic problem spaces. Evolutionary algorithmic methods provide an automated approach and handle stochastic situations very well.

A few of the significant applications of EA in sensor fusion applications are discussed below. An image registration process is a critical process in remote sensing, industrial and medical applications and EA is successfully applied in complex image registration processes. In the case of a complex form, which involves multiple computers, receiving imagery information from numerous sources, the registration process becomes computationally very expensive. In such a scenario, system performance becomes vulnerable if data burden is not reduced. Using EA, the problem specific data can be separated and fused together in the registration process. So far, many researchers have contributed in this direction and proved the usefulness
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of this method [17, 23, 27, 29, 49, 55, 102, 106, 121]. A scene interpretation process can be performed efficiently and reliably applying the EA approach in case of noisy and obscured sensory data. Best examples for such applications include ocean current classification [7], along with classification and labelling of objects in dynamic environmental conditions [13].

Feature Selection and Classification is another important application in case of sensor fusion. Feature subsets are essential to define properties of the object to be identified. Feature recognition is performed by selecting the only feature specific information from the problem domain. One of the most popular applications uses feature extraction approach is Optical Character Recognition (OCR) [56, 108, 120]. Dynamic optimisation problems are defined as problems with moving optimum. In the case of Dynamic Environmental conditions, a pattern recognition process needs to address a fluctuating optima type of concerns. Tracking moving optimum may prove complex task for deterministic mathematical techniques due to their steady state measurement nature. Apart from the deterministic quality, another paramount matter is a high computational cost. Stochastic techniques are essential for solving pattern recognition problems in large data sizes as well. Self-Adaptive Evolutionary algorithms can provide state of the art solutions for moving optima type of problem domains. A meta-modelling approach can add robustness to Evolutionary Algorithms in case the dynamic environment is to be detected using composite sensory resources.

2.1.3 Concurrent Data Stream Processing

Parallel processing [10, 64] can be an attractive option for processing multiple data streams based on the availability of appropriate computer hardware. Usually, it is
due to the concurrent mapping of processing units improving the system performance. With the current multiprocessor architectures, it is possible to map modalities over individual processor cores. Use of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) can as well provide a flexible and rapid development for concurrent image processing [12]. Figure 9 shows a typical example of multimodal parallel processing architecture. All workflows presented in the dotted boxes represent individual threads or processing cores. As shown in Figure 9, every modality is mapped onto a single core and lastly, an aggregation is performed to calculate the outcome. Few of the examples of this parallel processing approach include remote sensing, biometrics and security applications. Here, we discuss a few of the example research studies under this body of knowledge.

In case of remote sensing applications, a study by Plaza et al. [94] shows an example of parallel processing of spatial and spectral information. Here, both type of information is divided into separate blocks and those blocks are assigned to separate processing units. Whereas, other approaches use parallel processing methods like partitioning and pipelining the data into parallel streams and process it. Another example includes multimodal detection of pedestrians [33] using a computational model and application of a parallel processing hardware architecture to process the low-level pixel data. Thus, parallel processing is as well one of the fundamental approaches, which can be applied to treat massively acquired real-time and parallel sensory data. But many of the parallel processing architectures heavily rely on the hardware and complex scheduling of processes.

Hossain et al. propose a parallel implementation of edge detection [51] using the CUDA framework. In this research, they apply the CUDA framework using a parallel processing method for multiple images in different colour schemes to detect edges. Parallel implementation, in this case, allows improving performance since
computing tasks scheduled concurrently saves time. But, the limitation here is, it is a heavy hardware dependent solution and cannot be easily applied to single processor systems.

Xue et al. apply the parallel fusion method [132] to remote sensing images by splitting wavelet frequency components into some high and low-frequency spectrums. Two parallel operations fuse these two frequency components help to improve it. In this parallel activity sequence of operation include wavelet transforming, fusion and then inverse transforming of the same to achieve fused output. Limitation of this technique is though it presumes all spectral components are with limited or minimum noise and usable for fusion purposes.

Ino et al. propose a parallel image registration algorithm [54] applied by using a hardware cluster. This method predominantly uses multiple hardware sources to acquire input images. This is one of the ways it can be utilized for acquisition of highly scalable and distributed environments. The advantage here is, this method can work with nonrigid registered datasets. Whereas, the limitation here is a very high dependency on hardware underlying for the acquisition of images.

Cheng et al. propose a parallel image fusion algorithm [22] using wavelet packets. In this research work, a set of $M \times N$ images is split into $P$ pixel buckets and then supplied to the same number of computers. After applying wavelet fusion finally, all fused images are collected back to a central controlling computer. As the research described here, it is highly hardware dependent work which addresses the scalability issue in the problem domain, as the authors discuss in detail.

Akoguz et al. propose a parallel computing method [5] for data fusion in remote sensing applications. Here, authors apply parallel computing methods to reduce the execution time required for multispectral fusion. The proposed method uses six cores of a Xeon processor for parallel implementation of image fusion algorithms. Due to
Concurrent operations of fusion, the proposed system improves fusion performance significantly. In this case, the implementation is specific to the hardware platform used.

Achalakul and Wattanapongsakorn propose a parallel multispectral image fusion approach [2] called a spectral screening principal component transform. This method is developed in parallel and distributed environments. Authors suggest the use of several similar processors to achieve the proposed methodology. Thus, this model improves the performance of fusion operations by using a set of hardware infrastructure.
Rayan et al. propose a parallel fusion computational approach [1] for multimodal image processing. In this work, the authors recommend the adoption of Python programming language libraries in parallel hardware configuration. Authors compare their results against cloud-based and serial implementations. Here, parallel execution is deployed using multiple CPUs with single-core architectures.

Chen et al. review parallel computing methods [19] in remote sensing applications for mosaicking of images. In this study, various approaches to the parallel implementations are discussed which include problem (function) decomposition, data decomposition for image mosaicking parallelisation (master-slave parallel structure), task scheduling (static task schedule strategy, dynamic task scheduling), and Message Passing Interface methods. The authors recognise the limitations concerning portability of these techniques due to variability in underlying hardware platforms.

Zhao and Zhou propose a parallel fusion algorithm [145] based on CPU-GPU combined platforms for remote sensing applications. In this research work, the authors combine the advantages of both hardware platforms to better performance for image fusion activities. Authors propose the usage of CUDA the parallel processing framework for this research work. Authors demonstrate improvement in performance and scalability due to parallel implementation they use. This work is specifically targeted for a CPU-GPU combined hardware platform.

Yang et al. propose a data distributed parallel algorithm [138] for wavelet-based fusion for remote sensing applications. Here, authors advise using a parallel implementation with data load balancing for multimodal fusion using wavelet transforms. Authors claim better scalability as compared to contemporary methods. The proposed architecture is realised using Xeon CPU processors.

Thus, the extensive review conducted for the concurrent data-stream processing methods show they are mostly hardware dependent solutions. In case of a portable
software-driven application, they may not be the suitable choice. But looking at the current trends in microprocessor development these methods will be widely used in the future.

2.2 Multimodal Applications

Depending on the requirements of an application the multimodal sensory detection can accommodate a similar or dissimilar type of signals. A typical example [126] when same signal modalities are used can be a combination of camera outputs in visual and infrared in image forms. These pictures are mostly processed in spatial or spectral quantities, and this combination can be called as homogeneous multimodality. In other cases, when two different forms of a signal are processed the scheme can be put as a composite multimodality. A most commonly observed application of the composite multimodality [40] is using a combination of audio and visual signals. In this combination, the sound signal has a frequency magnitude, and the video is a spatial signal.

As discussed before, the multimodality has its advantages while detecting events and objects in the broader range environments and ambiances. This versatility and flexibility encourage to deploy multiple signal sources in many research studies and commercial applications for detection. This section discusses a variety of applications which use multimodality for signal acquisition. The list of such applications is very long and this discussion tries to accommodate essential and frequent cases. The focus is mostly on the applications within the area of marine, machine-vision and healthcare monitoring. Here, some of the cutting-edge applications are discussed for these two classes.
2.2.1 Marine Monitoring Applications

Nowadays, many computer vision and image processing implementations are used for various marine monitoring applications. Water pollution monitoring, habitat monitoring and event monitoring are the most common examples of marine monitoring applications [88]. Satellite imagery, camera-based detection and visual sensor network are the most known areas of research studies. Multimodality in computer vision applications can assist the water monitoring to enhance reliable sensing in highly reflective and dynamically changing illuminating water surfaces. Here, various multimodal applications are discussed to develop an understanding about their implementations in a marine monitoring space.

O’Connor et al. have developed a multimodal system [88] for detecting events in river water. One of the most significant developments which can be identified includes a river-flooding. Event data is captured by combining an in-situ sensory output with a visual spectrum. Detailed information from in-situ sensors combined with a visual perspective provides very meaningful results in a continuously varying environment of a river. In another study by Kolar et al. combine physical, chemical and biological sensors [69, 70] to monitor the river. Use of a distributed streaming analysis makes their sensory system efficient and high-performing.

Akamatsu et al. apply multimodality to detect dolphins and have tested their method [4] in the Ganges River of India and Irrawaddy of Myanmar. In this study, it proves that a combination of visual and acoustic modalities improves the capability of the detection system significantly. Use of a robotic vehicle for studying an underwater environment using multimodal sensing capabilities can provide very interesting details on the ecosystem there. A study by Rao et al. considers an arrangement of visual and bathymetric modalities [98] for a surveying purpose. This study helps in monitoring and classifying the marine echo-systems efficiently. Kast-
ner et al. discuss a sensory platform [63] to monitor whale sharks and planktons. Their study indicates possible future opportunities by using various sensory platforms for marine life monitoring purpose.

In another work by Couture et al. propose a multimodal system [25] to monitor algae in a river. The authors use a feature based detection approach for the detection of the river surface and to find the presence of algae. Sullivan et al. propose an integration [116] on environmental monitoring modalities with decision support systems. This review covers various aspects of the multimodal marine monitoring process including modalities and types of marine environment. Multiple cases using multimodality are discussed by authors to provide a summary. Many related departments from various governments are actively seeking use of this technology for maintaining the cleanliness and detecting events.

Monitoring of oil slicks after an oil spill has become an ongoing activity [142, 113, 114] due to the frequent incidences taking place. Use of satellite imagery in various modalities can provide a certain level of details. The highly scalable data which covers an enormous geographical area, the processing tasks becomes very
challenging. Wan et al. propose an overview for remote sensing method [123] to be used for monitoring of oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. This study also discusses a successful use of multimodality for detecting trajectory of the oil spill. Kubelka et al. propose a multimodal sensing and fusion [74] of oil spills using a robotic vehicle. The Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) sensory system coordinated with the conventional instrumentation is used to survey the sea water. The study mainly tries to investigate a method for organising between the AUV and geospatial sensors for an automated water sample collection. Thus, multimodality with multiplatform approach can develop a co-operative environment to solve this complex task.

2.2.2 Multimodal Biomedical and Healthcare Applications

In biomedical and healthcare application invasive and non-invasive techniques are used to detect human body parameters. Most common approaches for sensing the parameters include the use of imaging techniques (visual, magnetic, infrared, etc.) [111] and physical parameter sensing (vibrations, temperature, liquid level, etc.) [20]. This subsection discusses the most common biomedical applications which practice multimodal sensing technologies.

A malignant tumour is frequently detected by using multimodal detection methods. For enhancing accuracy in a breast cancer detection, Conceicao et al. suggest a multimodal method [24] which combines Positron Emission Mammography (PEM) and Ultra-Wide End (UWE) Radar signals. The purpose of adding the UWE to PEM is to avoid the lapses which happen due to PEM. This method uses a feature based detection for detecting tumour from images and authors claim it enhances the classification accuracy. In another implementation, Romain et al. use a multimodal camera capsule [101] to detect the internals of the human digestive tract. The pur-
pose of this method is to investigate colorectal cancer which is a common cause of cancer-related mortalities in the western world. The system uses a combination of infrared and visual cameras to improve the detection method.

A use of multimodality for frequency domain signals to determine chronic illness can improve the diagnosis results. Challenge in this class of methods is about providing an accurate verdict using waveforms provided in various dimensions, shapes and frequencies. Kenneth et al. suggest a method [65] to detect multimodal cardiovascular signals by capturing a heterogeneous data for finding patient deterioration. The success of this method is described based on the use of an intelligent algorithm to mimic the human decision-making process. Calvert et al. have proposed audio-visual targets [15] for perceiving human brain response in human-computer interfacing applications. The authors analyse the electroencephalographic (EEG) signals against the multimodal target responses.

Other healthcare support applications include the use of technology for addressing a specific health problem or impairment. Use of multimodal sensory technology
to support visually impaired people can improve their lives. Yu et al. propose a walking-assistance system [140] to help sight-impaired people by converting visual information on obstacles in surroundings into voice data. In another example, a system to recognise human emotions using an audio-visual data of subjects [14] is developed by Busso et al. where a smart algorithmic implementation is used to analyze facial expression and voice data. This system provides an automated solution to detect depression levels in a person through the use of technology.

Another most critical example of the multimodal biomedical system is detecting eye disease. A combination of videos of an eye was analysed by Floeth et al. for accurately finding the location of lesions [35]. A registration algorithm was proposed to acquire multimodal video signals with minimum error. Zana and Klein have developed a registration method [141] for a system which obtains fluorescence in and green images of eyes. The purpose of this system is to help in finding a best possible registration strategy to provide accurately registered multimodal data.

Thus, based on this review on multimodal biomedical and healthcare systems, it can be said that multimodality plays a significant role in this domain. The most common aims include enhancing accuracy and introducing or increasing the automation level in the diagnostic process. Since the medical profession demands very high precision, the multimodality is accepted even at the expense of higher computational load. Another critical concern is related to the registration of multiple data sources. The accuracy of the registration, in this case, will determine the success level of the detection process. If the registration error is too high, then the further analysis may lead to the incorrect diagnosis results.
2.3 Summary

This chapter discusses three main categories of multimodal object detection and image processing algorithms. The fusion methods combine multiple modalities with a corresponding effect. Whereas, the limitations of these methods include a high dependency on registration and inability to recognise absence or corruption of incoming data streams. The machine-learning techniques rely heavily on the input dataset representation and training. The training part of these methods consumes plenty of time plus also required a vast number of historical datasets. Finally, the parallel fusion methods are most suitable for computer-hardware based implementations and may not lack portability. Use of adaptive techniques along with fusion and classification algorithms may be able to improve the detection accuracy and performance.
3 Evolutionary Multimodal Computational Models

A multimodal approach is used for concurrently acquiring information from several nodes which can generate a massive amount of data. This data can be analyzed for detection of objects, anomalies and other useful discoveries present in it. But, due to scalability and variability within this information, it is very challenging to use traditional deterministic computing methods. To overcome the challenge of variability, an adaptive computing model is required which will move its optima according to the changed operating conditions.

Applying algorithms inspired with evolutionary biological concepts can be used for an efficient search and optimisation operation to overcome this variability. Implementation of these algorithms needs special consideration for its software framework to achieve goals related to concurrency and heterogeneousness in datasets. Here, we propose a set of evolutionary algorithms to optimise datasets at modality, feature and data level. Here, a hierarchical structure of multimodal datasets is kept in mind to apply these algorithms at different levels.

This chapter discusses mathematical modelling, algorithm pseudocodes, formal validation methods and limitations of the proposed algorithms. The validation process uses qualitative and quantitative ways to assess performance, scalability and repeatability of the algorithms.

3.1 The Origin and Rationale

3.1.1 Multimodal Evolutionary Approach

Unimodal data acquisition provides datasets for a single type of environment in a limited range of parameters. In the context of computer vision applications, the il-
llumination is one of the most important and dominating factors to recognise objects \[89\]. In case of limited lighting in a monitored environmental scenario, a unimodal-visual dataset provides limited detection accuracy. This limitation is because the acquired datasets are prone to a noise addition resulting from the illumination variability. In such a scenario one spectrum of data obtained using the only modality may not be enough in many application domains. Thus, expanding another dimension to visible spectrum becomes a need and can be achieved by adding infra-red or some other kind of data acquisition system.

A typical implementation of such a multimodal detection system \[125\] can be obtained by expanding visibility in highly illuminated and darker conditions by using a combination of passive and active vision. The active vision system can add infrared or any other non-visual frequency and capture its reflection rebounded from surroundings. Combining or selectively processing these parallel acquired modal-datasets can be done for an object detection goals.

Dynamic optimisation problems \[137\] are defined as problems with moving optimum. In the case of Dynamic Environmental conditions, the patterns recognition process needs to address the variable type of datasets. Tracking moving optimum kind of problems is beyond the capabilities of deterministic mathematical techniques due to their steady-state nature of measurement. Apart from their deterministic tendencies, another critical concern for mathematical approaches is the computational cost – there is a high variability for large size data handling and processing. Stochastic techniques are essential for solving such kind of pattern recognition in large data sizes. Evolutionary algorithms can provide a state of the art solution for moving optima type of problem domains due to their Self-Adaptive operating nature. Meta-modelling approaches can add robustness to Evolutionary algorithms in case of dynamic environment detection using heterogeneous sensory resources.
3.1.2 Evolutionary Stages and Operations

Implementation of Evolutionary approach [26] needs to consider essential concerns like the computational cost of the algorithm or in fitness function and noise in fitness functions. Adaptivity of evolutionary approach to a particular domain depends on specific strategies of evolution for the selected environments. The genetic algorithms applied in case of the dynamic environmental detection using multimodal heterogeneous sensory resources typically employ the following operations:

- **Encoding:**
  In case of the Evolutionary algorithms, a solution needs to be encoded using either in a binary or any other suitable form. This conversion needs to be specific enough to describe the problem metadata using the evolutionary biological concepts like phenotypes, alleles and genetic structures. This whole operation is helpful to represent the metadata of the acquired datasets in a bit-string pattern allowing to apply bit-level manipulations to create further variations.

- **Population:**
  Population initialisation process needs to be developed from the critical perspective that the size of the population has a direct effect on the performance of an algorithm. The ultimate aim of any search and optimisation heuristic approach is providing an advantage over conventional random search methodologies. A large data set (population) tends to influence the solutions (evolutionary or heuristic), so they appear to behave like a conventional search and optimisation algorithms. Thus, some mechanism to select situation specific “horses for courses” best suitable population is needed. Since environmental
dynamism keeps changing elitism definition for the population the initialisation process needs to address this problem. Either repopulating and initialising with changed elitism criteria or recycling of the same population with new elite selection can serve for changed situation.

- **Reproduction Processes:**
  A reproduction process in case of evolutionary algorithms is an operation to generate next generation of solutions or chromosomes by mating initialised or previously mated chromosomes. Depending on an encoding strategy selected, the reproduction probability and frequency can be decided. Frequent operations like mutation may make behaviour and performance of an algorithm synonymous with random search methods. Reproduction strategy is fundamental criteria from algorithm performance point of view. Two major classes of reproduction are crossover and mutation.

- **Fitness Assessment:**
  Every generation of the population needs assessment using a function to evaluate every member for its level of fitness. These fitness values are further used for ranking the population members for selection and then reproduction purposes. Any change in operating environmental parameters gets reflected through the fitness value of an evolutionary algorithm. The environmental variance can either change the optima position or add noise in fitness value. Thus, the variability of optima is one of the significant concerns needs to be addressed.

Knowledge of objects to be detected along with environmental variations can add substantial value to the Computer Vision application domain. Knowledge acquisi-
tion process for a system is performed either by training of system of pre-acquired
data sets for similar or same application in the same environment. In case proposed
research study, the knowledge acquisition process will include the following steps:

- **Developing Object Knowledge Base:**
  Every object can be distinguished on the basis its noticeable features. Object
  specification using different visible and geometrical parameters like surface
  colour, area, edges, centroids and so forth.

- **Defining Environmental Conditions:**
  Environmental conditions can be determined using various perceptible aspects.
  All possible environmental conditions will be measured and their maximum
  thresholds will be recorded and essential cues.

- **Object Identification in Individual Modalities:**
  Apart from visible elements, the objects will be assessed in other modalities
  and images will be stored.

- **Object Identification by Multiple Modalities:**
  Objects will be scanned using all available imaging sensors in ideal environ-
  mental conditions.

- **Real-time or Periodic Knowledge Update:**
  In case of dynamic uncertainties, a periodic update is needed for informing
  changes to the knowledge base.

- **Sensor Prioritizing:**
  Based on historical knowledge and periodic knowledge update the effect on
  camera sensory resources needs to be judged. This new understanding can be
helpful in prioritising camera sensor signal inputs acquired by the system to decide evolution strategies.

- **Sampling Rate for Knowledge Update and Data Acquisition:** Based on real-life circumstances and domain-specific requirements the signal sampling rate needs to be adapted.

### 3.1.3 Validation of Multimodal Detection Methodology

In a real-life evolution is a physical and temporal phenomenon. What it means is, the progression of species is a time-dependent function over its genetic structure affecting phenotypic adaptation [3]. Thus, a visible appearance and the underlying structure adapts to a changed scenario which can be either a gradual or random response of the operating environment. Another evolutionary behaviour observed in species can be categorised as a population level adaptation [50] to a changed environmental scenario. Here, to survive through harsh conditions, species can change their reproduction strategies. Finally, we also take into consideration a time-bound nature of evolution [11] where phenotypic characteristics are shared with future generations without changing a genetic structure. Based on these observations, the proposed evolutionary multimodal method is implemented and tested using a family of algorithms. Every evolutionary concept is applied in the form of an algorithm and then tested on a multimodal dataset which provides a simulation of varying environmental scenarios discussed before.
3.1.4 Merits

Evolution of species is a response for adapting to a changed environmental scenario. Capability to respond is an inherent and intelligent mechanism which gets triggered based on the environmental cues received by species. In the case of the proposed evolutionary multimodal method, this adaptation provides multiple advantages.

One of the significant benefits is an improvement in the accuracy of an object classification process due to the selectiveness of feeding datasets to the object classifier. The second advantage is, an improvement in performance since the reduction in datasets reduces the number of input nodes of a classifier. In some cases, it is observed that the precision of the classification can be improved since evolution increases the stability of the datasets fed to a classifier.

Finally, since the same amount of the information can be supplied to classification algorithm with a lesser number of nodes, the overall scalability can be improved with a marginal percentage value. Thus, evolutionary algorithms along with traditional statistical methods can combine their advantages and improve the detection architecture computationally.

3.1.5 Drawbacks and Constraints

The evolutionary algorithms are often criticised for various reasons. One of the most important criticism is, they fail to provide a same and consistent result for a problem solved. In case of genetic algorithms, an outcome for every optimisation cycle can vary with a smaller degree which may not make them suitable for some high precision applications.

Another drawback is that it is a cyclic process which may take an extended period to solve a problem and provide results. In many cases, due to the limited
timeframe, the evolutionary approach may not be a practical solution. It can be an excellent offline learning mechanism but may not be an efficient method to be used in real-time systems.

In case of a non-diverse population scenario, the optimisation process may converge prematurely providing an inaccurate result. The most important constraint is to implement an evolutionary computation model is to understand a problem thoroughly and then model its metadata. Thus, the proposed methodology has few limitations which will need to be considered while implementing it.

3.2 Mathematical Apparatus

This part of the chapter describes essential mathematical concepts related to the Multi-modal detection operations. The analytical interpretation of the overall process starting from data acquisition to object classification is described. It is an essential part of the methodology since the mathematical description of the problem space is required to code it using a programming language to provide a solution.

3.2.1 Image Processing and Fusion

Any image I can be mathematically interpreted as a two-dimensional matrix of pixels with every pixel either a singular value or a vector representation of a colour-space.

- Following equation can be one of the representations of an image:
\[ f(x_1, y_1) \quad f(x_2, y_1) \quad \ldots \quad f(x_m, y_1) \]

\[ f(x_1, y_2) \quad f(x_2, y_2) \quad \ldots \quad f(x_m, y_2) \]

\[ I = \begin{array}{cccc}
    f(x_1, y_1) & f(x_2, y_1) & \ldots & f(x_m, y_1) \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    f(x_1, y_n) & f(x_2, y_n) & \ldots & f(x_m, y_n)
\end{array} \quad (8) \]

Where:

\( I \) = probability density function of image pixels and \((m, n)\) are pixel coordinates.

- Area of an image or a region on image:

\[ A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \quad (9) \]

Where:

\( P \) = a pixel count and

\( n \) = number of pixels in an image.

- Object Centroid can be defined as follows:

\[ C_{(x,y)} = (\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \quad (10) \]

Where:

\[ \bar{x} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i / A \right) \quad (11) \]

\[ \bar{y} = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j / A \right) \quad (12) \]
Spatial Image fusion techniques are represented either as a mathematical sum or selection of pixel values located at the same location on two or more images.

Mamdani spatial fusion techniques [96] can be represented as below:

- **Average Pixel Fusion**:
  \[
  I_f = \frac{(C_0 * I_1) + (C_1 * I_2)}{(C_0 + C_1)}
  \]
  \[(13)\]

- **Maximum Pixel Fusion**:
  \[
  I_f(x, y) = \max(I_1(x, y), I_2(x, y))
  \]
  \[(14)\]

- **Minimum Pixel Fusion**:
  \[
  I_f(x, y) = \min(I_1(x, y), I_2(x, y))
  \]
  \[(15)\]

### 3.2.2 Bayesian Fusion

Bayesian theorem [129] is used for an inference level fusion in the multimodal object detection.

\[
P(H/E) = \frac{(P(E/H) * P(H))}{P(E)}
\]
\[(16)\]

Where:

- **H** = A specific hypothesis which may or may not be a null hypothesis
- **E** = an observed evidence
- $P(H)$ = a prior probability of $H$

- $P(E/H)$ = a conditional probability of $E$ to see if $H$ happens true

- $P(E)$ = A marginal probability of $E$ is a priori probability of witnessing the new evidence $E$ under all possible hypothesis

- $P(H/E)$ = A posterior probability of $H$ given $E$ and new estimate of probability is estimate of the probability that hypothesis $H$ is true, taking evidence $E$ into account.

### 3.2.3 Evolutionary Computing

In case of evolutionary computing processes following are the major mathematical concepts used during the thesis.

- **Encoding**: Given a set of input parameters are converted in a binary or character string: $1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0$ here every bit in this set is called as a gene. Whereas, a group of genes simulates an allele.

- Crossover is a function to switch bits at one or more fixed locations:
  - **Input**: $StringA = 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0$ and $StringB = 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0$
  - Crossed over product (example by swapping of second and seventh bit from String A and B)
  - **Output**: $StringC = 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0$ and $StringD = 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0$

- **Mutation**: Random swapping of bits in encoded strings: $1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0$ $\rightarrow$ $1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0$
Fitness Check: Either application specific error rate in its classification algorithm

3.3 Adaptations of Evolutionary Strategies

3.3.1 Genetic Algorithm for Feature based Object Detection

Here, an evolutionary multimodal computer vision algorithm for object detection is proposed. In this solution, a genetic algorithm is developed for detecting specific object features\[59, 16\] in multimodal datasets. The proposed method utilizes a simple, robust and high-speed algorithm to identify objects accurately. In this algorithm, the system is trained with an object database and using the most significant visual features for every class of objects. Images are assessed periodically for detecting the ‘Region of Interest (ROI)’ within a picture from a dataset. The ROI is defined as an area in which a presence of object features is detected. The ROI detection is achieved by applying a random sampling of pixels and an assessment of colour threshold of every pixel. An object centroid and area are identified as critical features by using the proposed algorithm. The colour intensity as well is assumed as one of the traits for classification that is based on the training data. Then those parameters are classified determine the accuracy of the algorithm.

The process starts with inputting of an object to be searched and the search area or an Image frame. The object and search areas are measured by its dimensions and colour threshold band or range of an object. Then the purpose is divided into ‘n’ equal sections, each section dimensions proportional to the size of an object. In the next step, a population of pixels is generated in every section \((population_{size} = m \times n)\). For finding an elite set of pixels the entire population is thresholded at a colour threshold level equal to an object. If the elite count is below \((m \times n) \times k\) then population generation process is performed again. Else, parent chromosomes
Algorithm 1 Feature Based Object Detection using Genetic Algorithms

1. begin
   \( DS = \text{Read}(\text{Dataset}) \)
   \( DS = \{I_1, I_2..I_4\} \)

2. for all \( i \) \( i \leq g \) where \( g \) in number of generations
   Generate population \( p = \{p_1..p_m\} = \text{rand}(DS) \) where every \( p = x, y, s, m \)
   \( k = \text{size}(p) \) size of the population

3. for all \( i \) \( i \leq k \)

4. Check fitness of every \( p \) where fitness function is \( f = \sqrt{(1 - \text{square}(c_1^2 - c_2^2)/\text{square}(c_1^2 - c_2^2))} \) where \( c_2 \) is a centroid of the detected RoI and \( c_1 \) is a benchmark centroid.

5. if \( \text{max}(\text{fitness}(p) > \text{threshold or generations} < \text{max} \)

6. if \( \text{termination} = 1 \) then break

7. else

8. sort(p)

9. ps = select(p)

10. \( l = \text{size}(ps) \)

11. for all \( j \) \( j \leq l \)
   \( c_p = \text{crossover}(0.8 * ps) \)
   \( c_m = \text{mutate}(0.05 * ps) \)

12. end for

13. end for

14. end for

15. end

16. \( PS_{final} = \text{final results or the solution candidates} \)
are created at every elite pixel. Fitness level is evaluated by passing the entire elite population through fitness function. After the fitness check, if the optimisation level is achieved then the process is stopped else process is continued by performing crossover and mutation. After every crossover/mutation operation, the fitness level is re-evaluated and if optimisation level is achieved process is stopped.

3.3.2 Genetic Algorithm for Feature Subset optimisation

Here, a genetic algorithm with an application specific modification[58] is proposed. The algorithmic process involves training and validation modes of operation. The training process requires modelling and optimising of the object feature set. It uses historical image data to investigate patterns within a feature form. Whereas, the validation or work mode confirms the detection accuracy of the algorithm using real-life data. Pseudocode and data-flow are explained in details as bellow(Alg. 2, 3 and Fig. 12).
Algorithm 2 Evolutionary Feature Selection Training Algorithm

1. begin

   Input historical image set: \( I = I_1, I_2, I_3, \ldots \ldots, I_n \)

   Extract regions of interests (ROIs) from \( I \) using a function \( \Phi: R = \Phi(I) = R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_x \)

2. for all \( i \) where \( i \leq g \) where \( g \) is number of generations

   Apply labels to every ROI: \( L = L_1, L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_x \)

   Extract \( y \) features from \( R \) and organize them in a matrix \( F \) with size \( (x \times y) \) :

\[ F_{x \times y} \]

3. Apply a feature optimisation algorithm to optimize \( F \) to \( FOx*m : FOx*m = Opt(F) \)

4. Find \( f_1 \) & \( f_2 \subseteq FOx*m \), with high and low occurrence probabilities \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \)

   in \( FOx*m \): \( p_1 = p(f_1) \) and \( p_2 = p(f_2) \)

5. Find best \( fs \): where \( fs = (h \times f_1) + (l \times f_2) \), \( h \) and \( l \) represent high and low quantity selection coefficients;

6. if termination = 1 then break

7. Store \( fs \) as a training output
Figure 12: Flow Chart of Enhanced Genetic Algorithm for Feature Selection
Algorithm 3 Validation Algorithm

1. \textbf{begin}

2. \( V_{DS} = \{I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_r\} \)

3. \([r, c] = \text{size}(V_{DS})\)

4. \( O_c = [] \) declaring an empty array

5. \textbf{for all} \( i \leq r \)

   \( RoI = \Phi(I) \) here, \( \Phi \) can a thresholding or an equivalent function to extract an RoI

   \( f_r = f((RoI)) \) in this case \( f \) is a feature extraction function

   \( O = b(f_r) \) where \( b \) is a Bayesian Classifier

   \( O_c = [O_c, O] \)

6. \textbf{end for}

7. \( CPM = \text{compare}(O_c; O_a) \)

8. \textbf{Stop}

Feature Extraction

In this scenario, a feature is defined as an entity which carries valuable information. A combination of elements can help to determine objects which exist in an image. Most commonly used object features can be either in a spatial domain—such as points, edges or shapes or spectral descriptors for colour, shape or images in a spectral domain. From a real-time performance perspective and for reducing the computational cost we have decided to process interest descriptors and geometric features. In our proposed feature extraction method, we use colour pixels
proportionally sampled according to the dimensions of the region interest which are acquired using a blob detection algorithm. We also add shape features in the spatial domain which include area, centroid, fullness and lengths of major and minor axes. The entire feature extraction process is described below:

1. Detect Blobs using chain code algorithm

2. Extract 17 texture/geometrical features: Area, Centroid, Fullness, Major and Minor Axis, etc. and organize as shown in equation 17.

\[ f_g = A, C, f_{ul}, A_x m_{aj}, A_x m_{in}, ... \]  

(17)

3. Based on blob dimensions, locate region of interests (RoIs) on the colour image

4. Calculate length \( l \) and width \( w \) of bounding boxes

5. Sample points proportional dimensions of the blob (next subsection provides further details about this method)

\[ f_p = p_1, p_2, ..., p_a \]  

(18)

6. Arrange extracted points in matrix form

\[ FM = [f_1; f_2; ...; f_n] \]  

(19)

Where every \( f \) is

\[ f_i = \{f_g, f_p\} \]  

(20)
**Pixel Sampling Algorithm**

The pixel sampling algorithm involves extraction of colour samples from a detected RoI. It is an adaptive process which adjusts the sampling rate according to the variability in length and width of the RoI. Figure 13 provides an overview of the colour sampling matrix. The sampling process is explained as below:

1. Based on blob dimensions and locations, make a bounding box on the colour image,
2. Calculate length \( l \) and width \( w \) of the bounding box
3. For required \( \text{totalsamples} \) acquire a pixel periodically over the length and width of the blob, and
4. Remaining samples \( \text{totalsamples} - (P_{\text{length}} \times P_{\text{width}}) \) are sampled randomly.

### 3.3.3 Bet Hedging to Reduce Risk in Uncertain Environmental Conditions

Adapting to uncertainty is a challenging task in multimodal feature-based supervised learning algorithms. Current optimisation schemes can provide relatively limited success since the focus is to reduce redundancy in datasets. The reduced redundancy allows improving classification accuracy but does tend to make learning specialised to specific operating environments. Such a scenario requires a diverse enough genetic pool make the population adaptive to multiple working environments. Thus, a particular method for adapting to environmental variability is needed. Here an
approach[58, 60] inspired by an evolutionary biological principle called ‘Bet Hedging’ is proposed. This evolutionary concept is applied by species to improve their sustainability over different environmental conditions. It is achieved by compromising fitness level in stable environments to make species more generalist than environment specialist. In the proposed algorithm datasets addressing different situations are used to create a combination of a generic feature pool. The hedging principle is applied to generate a feature-set which discusses the most probable environmental scenarios. Attaching feature values from uncertain environmental conditions compromises its traditional classification accuracy but improves the adaptivity in random situations.

1. Detect and optimize featuresets $A, B, \ldots, N$ as representatives of environments $a, b, \ldots, n$

2. Based on knowledge on environments assign one of the featuresets as a main or a master status, here assume $A$
3. Find differences between all featuresets with $A : d_1, d_2 \ldots d_n$: $d_1 = B \ A, d_2 = C \ A \ldots d_n = N \ A$

4. Calculate classification error of $A$ when training is $A$ and when training is performed using $B, C \ldots$

5. Establish error levels when $d_1, d_2 \ldots d_n$ are systematically added to $A : e_1, e_2 \ldots e_n$

6. Calculate Hedging coefficient:

$$h_c = 1 - \left(\frac{s}{a.s + u_i}\right) + \left(\frac{u_s}{b.u_s + 1}\right)$$ (21)

Where:

- $h_c$ = hedging coefficient (value from 0 to 1)
- $s$ = feature set size
- $a$ = feature set ration coefficient
- $u_i$ = uncertainty measure or classification error in percentage
- $u_i$ = number of environmental conditions addressed

### 3.3.4 Phenotype Switching for Adapting to Unpredictable Environmental Variations

Many living species are continuously living in a variable and unpredictable living conditions. The natural ability to respond to the changing circumstances using an in-built adaptive mechanism helps them to survive over the range of environmental states. Adaptivity in an individual organism can be achieved by varying its particular phenotypic traits [84]. Phenotypes are observable characteristics of species and have an effect of surroundings over its magnitude. However, genotypes form a genetic makeup which may have one or several phenotypic representations. The
Figure 14: Bet-Hedging Algorithm
Figure 15: Reaction-norms for Modality Switching using RGB colour Properties

association between phenotypes and genotypes can be represented using an equation given below:

\[ P = G + E \]  (22)

Here, the phenotype \( P \) depends on its Genetic makeup, and environmental states depend on its surroundings. One of the best examples of phenotypic adaptivity to the environment is a difference between aerial and aquatic leaves of the plants. Evolutionary biologists commonly interpret a phenotypic variability as phenotypic plasticity [28]. Phenotypic plasticity has range and costs associated with it. Phenotypic values between its persistence and extinction limits can be called a range of Plasticity. The functional relationship between an environment and a Phenotypic Plasticity of a single genotype can be plotted and is named as Reaction Norm or Norms of Reaction. Thus, this interrelationship plot can be used as a cue to predict the environmental state. This inspiration is utilised to develop an algorithmic method [57, 60, 62] which allows switching between modalities.

Deployment of more than a visual modality to detect objects in a dynamic environment is a common practice. Here, every monitoring modality senses and extracts
information which addresses different environmental states. As an example, a fusion of visual and thermal or infra-red spectrums can be deployed and used in variable lighting conditions. Due to the massive size of information acquired, processing may become expensive and sometimes lead to inaccurate results. Thus, improvement of performance and robustness needs particular attention. A feature-based detection method reduces information size to be processed by representing every modality as a feature set. The matrix in equation 19 depicts a typical representation of the multi-dimensional numeric data.

**Proposed Feature-set Selection Scheme**

1. **Training Process:** Reaction norms of all features of all modalities over the environmental range are plotted.

2. **Same features acquired from different modalities are compared for finding the highly plastic features with respect to environments.**

3. **Select highly plastic features as environmental cues.**

4. **For any geometric variation representing environmental change is detected the corresponding modality is selected.**

**Feature Subset optimisation**

The feature set extracted in the previous step includes excessive, redundant features and thus implies an effect on classification error and computational cost. The genetic algorithm (GA) method proposed for feature optimisation can be fine-tuned through encoding plus an addition of another mathematical operator. This subsection discusses the proposed feature optimisation technique with all internal processes in detail.
1. **Chromosome Encoding:**

We propose an encoding which assumes bi-directional search in the feature matrix. Two directions of search include rows and columns of the feature matrix to explore feature space thoroughly. Every chromosome gene represents a row number or feature number, along with the chromosome encoding.

2. **Crossover and Mutation:**

The crossover and mutation operations are operations to create children population by swapping genes at fixed and random locations. In the case of crossover operation, we propose swapping at row alleles and feature alleles at multiple points to create a new diversified population. Whereas, in the case of mutation, the swapping will happen at a random location within an allele.

3. **Fitness Check:**

We propose using a traditional parameter for the fitness check which is an error in the feature classification. Here, we exclude the other parameters including the number of features because we are proposing the predetermined length which will much lesser than the extracted one.

4. **Selection:**

We propose a tournament selection approach to select most fit population for the regeneration operations. After every cycle of the regeneration, the topmost candidates are added to the selection pool.

5. **Termination Criterion:**

The termination criterion, in this case, will be a threshold value representing the count of generations to spend enough time before the fitness saturation.
Feature Ranking and Hedging

The feature ranking and hedging process investigate the occurrence or frequency of presence of the features found after optimisation using GA. In this case, a routine to count the event is used to separate the most commonly and rarely occurred functions. The outcome of this process is used to develop a set of features representing both frequently and infrequently occurred features in different proportions. Various combinations of both types are tried in this set to find a best possible combination. The purpose of this entire exercise is to mix those rarely occurred features as compensation for adapting to the environmental fluctuations.

Feature Classification

The focus of this work is on the feature optimisation and selection process we propose a most commonly used classifier for such applications, i.e. an SVM classifier. The proposed classifier provides the following advantages: Choice to select different kernels to make classification more flexible, Suitable for nonlinear feature combinations, robustness against partially biased training sets.

3.3.5 MEgA: A Multimodal Epigenetic Algorithm

An innovative approach is proposed to improve the robustness of the multimodal detection problem. The acronym MEgA stands for a Multimodal Epigenetic Algorithm. It is heavily inspired by the theory of Epigenetics and uses concepts like epigenetic modelling [91]. This approach which tries to improve the reliability of detection in a multimodal data-stream is proposed.

DNAs have an overriding master-code formed by Carbon Tags $CH_3$ which decide the availability of genes or group of genes for transcription. The outline of this attachment is called as methylation and it characterises superseding mask. Genetic
transcript formed due to methylation allows availability of only specific proteins at a given time. Bees are one of the examples where a genetic difference between the fecund queen and female workers is determined by methyl tags based on their genetic transcript. These tags are formed due to a type of food they are fed when they are larvae. Those larvae one of which are to be specialised to be a future queen are supplied with a particular food which is not fed to other worker larvae. In nature, many viruses, bacteria and chemical pollution can influence the genomic pattern to create a new transcript. Other influential entities may include the human body’s immune system, response towards stress, the process of ageing as well can affect genetic representation due to methyl tags.

The growth of a species is not only dependent on a genetic structure responsible for creating protein but also depends on environmental factors [99]. Environmental factors do influence genetic code and its translation into physical properties. Epigenetics is a system which overrides on the genetic structure and controls the expression of the genetic information by switching on and off specific genes. In case of the epigenetic representation, the example where particular genes in a child are active due to the genetic information passed by the maternal and paternal sperms or eggs.

This process of stamping over selected genes due to external influence is called as ‘genetic imprinting’ [78]. The genetic transcript is thus an inherited from maternal and paternal genes. Imprinting can be a reversible process with next generations. Faulty genes due to mutation influences expression of a genetic transcript since it overrides on the genetic structure. Information genes carry to convert a group of genes into protein is called the genetic code.
Algorithm 4 Epigenetic Algorithm

1. begin
2. \( A = M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n \)
3. Divide every \( M \) into smaller matrices: \( M > m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_x \)
4. Acquire fixed number of pixel samples from every ‘m’ where \( p \) has fixed number of pixels
   \( m_x > p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_z \)
5. Convert \( m_x \) into colour, texture and geometric features \( m_x > p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_z \rightarrow \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}, \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\} \)
6. while \( gen \text{count} \leq \text{maximum} \)
7. Encoding:
   a) Matrix Encoding: \( F_i = f_{11}, f_{21}, \ldots, f_{n1}; f_{12}, f_{22}, \ldots, f_{n2}, f_{1m}, f_{2m}, \ldots, f_{nm} \)
   b) Serial(DNA) Approach: \( F_i = \{f_{12}, f_{22}, \ldots, f_{n2}, f_{2m}, \ldots, f_{nm}\} \)
8. Population: \( F = \{F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_k\} \rightarrow \{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_t\} \) where it is either matrix or DNA string of \( F_i \)
9. while \( (gen \text{count} \leq x) \)
10. Epigenetic Masks:
    Create bit string patterns of size \( n: \{1,1,0,0,1,0\}, \{1,0,1,0,0,1\}, \ldots, \{0,0,1,0,1,0\} \)
11. Randomly extract \( x \) Genes from chromosome: \( \text{Population}_\text{count}\{g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_t\} \)
12. Create a time series of genetic responses
13. Calculating genetic responses on micro and macro level
   a) \( \text{max} \) – allowed maximum value of a feature; \( \text{min} \) – allowed minimum value of a feature
   b) \( Cs \) – start feature magnitude value of a current time series
   c) \( Cf \) – final feature magnitude value of a current time series
   d) \( S \) – total data-points in current time series Classification Strategy
   e) \( \bar{O} \) – aggregate slope of the current time series – \( (Cf-Cs)/S; \)
   f) \( \alpha \) – \( Cf/\text{max} \)
14. Select environment specific genetic transcript/mask by silencing highly sensitive genes: if \( \bar{O} \) close to 0 and select the gene.
15. \( e = \{\text{classify}(g), \text{training}\} \)
16. end while
17. \( g = \{g_{\text{final}}\} \)
Here, we propose an algorithmic model which uses inspiration from the theory of epigenetics. Concepts like genetic imprinting are used as a switching mechanism to control data flow. The whole idea operates over metadata of a multimodal data-stream acquired from cameras and sensors. Here, a process starts with data-acquisition from multiples sensing nodes. This data is then reduced to feature sets and organised in a matrix form. Next computing operation applied is to convert the feature-set into a genetic-string like structure. This genetic-string or DNA like feature structure is then assessed for its response towards environmental conditions. Based on this environmental response, features which are having high slope are rejected and those with the inclination close to zero are retained. This selection process applied here is inspired by a genetic imprinting process in epigenetics. Once selection the process is completed then a classification approach [104] is applied by setting selection rules according to feature values and its relation to objects present in the environment.

3.4 Validation and Evaluation

Validating the proposed methodology is very important to assess its performance, scalability, accuracy and precision against benchmark methods. Formal methods for validation exercise can help to estimate and predict error rates. The validation methods also help in building the best fit model for the proposed methodology. Here, we discuss formal validation methods implemented in the contest of the proposed evolutionary multimodal approach. In the proposed validation methods an application specific process is performed by enhancing the formal validation models. Purpose of the validation exercise is to measure error rates in the proposed methodology concerning benchmark methods. A comparative analysis is performed to assess the superiority of the proposed method from various perspectives. Most
relevant assessment parameters are performance, scalability, accuracy, precision and reliability. Formal methods for validation exercise can help to estimate and predict error rates. Here, we discuss formal validation methods [68, 100] implemented in the contest of the proposed evolutionary multimodal approach. In the proposed validation methods an application specific strategy is applied by enhancing the formal validation models.

Following Cross-validation Methods with application-specific enhancements are applied for validating the proposed Evolutionary Multimodal Approach.

3.4.1 Hold-Out Method

This method is most commonly used in the research community where the set of observation samples or dataset is divided into training and testing or holdout sample subsets. The most frequently observed division in case of holdout method is 2/3 portion of data for training and remaining 1/3 for testing. The holdout validation method randomly selects mutually independent datasets for training and testing. Often this technique is criticised for sample biased method. In the case of the evolutionary multimodal approach, this procedure is further enhanced to get a better validation insight into scenarios where datasets are highly scalable.

Here, use of the training data at varying levels from 70% to as a low as 2% is proposed. The rationale behind this is, the reduction in the training datasets allow reduced training time in case of highly scalable datasets. The proposed holdout model works cyclically to assess a certain percentage of datasets for certain number of iterations and then reduces the training dataset size by 4% for the next lower level. This cyclic activity keeps happening till the lowest threshold level is not reached. For every validation sub-cycle error rates and time required is measured.
Finally, an average value with deviation in these results in positive and negative directions is stored. This validation method is particularly useful to validate accuracy, performance and scalability aspect of the proposed Evolutionary Multimodal Method.

Another essential validation strategy applied using Hold-Out method has a test subset validated with every sample separately. For every sub-cycle, the error and processing time are accumulated to find respective values for the entire cycle. This variation of the hold-out method is particularly useful for assessing the performance and accuracy of the method to be validated. Thus, the Hold-Out method with application-specific modifications provides accuracy checking mechanism with scalability and performance as well is validated.

3.4.2 K-Fold Validation

K-Fold Validation: In case of K-Fold validation method, the dataset is divided into K sets or folds of subsamples with an equal number of data-points or observations. Starting with one among those K subsets is treated as a validation or test set and remaining as training sets. Every training set is used K times individually to keep training and then to test the computation model under validation. Every validation cycle generates a prediction error which is averaged by dividing their sum by K. Normal practice is to use K=5 to 10.

\[
P_{\text{Error}} = \text{Av}_{\text{Error}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{error}_i}{k}
\]

In this case, the K-Fold approach is used by the varying value of K from 2 to a maximum count below or equal to 10 from where results start saturating. In the case of the proposed methodology, K-Fold validation can be applied to test precision
3.5 Summary

This chapter outlined adopted and designed methodologies for validating the proposed hypothesis. The methodology provided mathematical and logical details of every proposed algorithm. Evolutionary biological concepts were discussed to explain the origin of the inspiration behind these algorithms. The further action is to develop a validation framework to test the proposed set of algorithms. The following chapter discusses the tools and techniques used during the experimental work.
Part II

Research Contributions and Validation
4 modelling and Design of Experimental Framework

This chapter outlines design for the experimental framework required to validate the proposed methodology. Since the intended methods are applied to a variety of operating environments, the experimental setup and datasets as well need to be developed and modified accordingly. Environmental dynamism can deteriorate the multimodal data and render selected modality ineffective. Thus an adaptive modality selection mechanism is required to overcome this issue.

An experimental setup is developed to validate primarily multimodal and evolutionary algorithms operating in diverse conditions. The multimodal characteristic of datasets is implemented using a parallel image acquisition design. This design is realised using a set of hardware and software tools. The datasets are modified using domain-specific modelling techniques to emulate degradation due to the changes in surroundings. This modelling process creates a vast range of expansion over every instance in the dataset. Thus, the design of the proposed framework principally focuses on a concurrent data-acquisition. Whereas, data modelling is performed to produce a broad variety of data samples to validate the adaptivity of the proposed algorithms.

The following subsection starts with explaining the purpose, overview and scope of the setup. Then it discusses various considerations and rationale for this framework. The next subsection presents the system architecture with high-level software design. Design includes subsystems required for different data processing activities. The human-machine interfaces used during multiple experimental operations are discussed to provide details on the usability of the system. Finally, the data modelling process with all related computational building blocks is presented.
4.1 Purpose, Scope and Overview

Purpose of the experimental platform discussed is to provide an environment to validate the hypothesis explained in the introduction chapter of this report. The proposed hypothesis has the following keywords which are taken into consideration when this platform is developed:

- Environmental Dynamism,
- Multimodality, and
- Evolution

Environmental Dynamism may have a two-fold effect on a monitoring system, first is on the acquired datasets and second on the computing model processing it. Due to the changes in illumination, reflectivity and so forth, the acquired datasets start receiving noisy and occasionally even corrupted datasets. Whereas, the noise impacts over a computing model if it is not trained at sufficient level to adapt itself to the variations.

In case of the multimodal datasets, a parallel stream of data with multiple channels is processed by its detection algorithm. This concurrency needs to be carefully managed using techniques to acquire and store dataset instances in an organised manner. A design to accommodate these concerns is required.

Evolution is a phenomenon commonly used in many domains including biology to reflect an ability to adapt to changes in environments. In the case of biological systems, nature has gifted evolution in many forms to overcome or survive through gradual and sudden environmental changes. As an example, Bet Hedging is a concept allows species to overcome sudden changes by increasing it breeding quality
with a lowered fitness of newborns. Whereas, phenotypic plasticity enables species to survive through new environments by varying their physical properties within a specific range. In this case, we use our experimental setup which allows testing evolutionary computing concepts we discussed in the methodology section during the last chapter. A feature level processing inside an algorithm is applied to reduce the scale and then various feature optimisation and classification techniques are employed to find an accurate solution.

The scope of this design for the experimental platform is mainly limited to provide a testbed for multimodal imaging applications. The proposed setup restricts itself to work with spatial domain data and intends to expand in future to deal with spectral data to make it a hybrid data processing system. The proposed method also intends to work using various image fusion, feature extraction techniques and machine learning algorithms to process multimodal imaging datasets. Currently, it is limited to work on registered or unregistered images and not offering to work with any other datatypes.

4.2 Requirements and Considerations

Various non-functional requirements were considered for developing the experimental platform as below:

- Concurrency:
  Capable of acquiring real-time data inputs from multiple modalities which include video-cameras and image repositories. A possible future requirement to include wireless sensing nodes as well needs to be considered.
**Performance:**

Ability to acquire images from a maximum frame-rate of 30 frames/second to a minimum value as per the experimental requirement.

- **Dimensionality Reduction:**
  Capable of converting raw data into dimensionally reduced feature form using various techniques like point-features, textures, colour-descriptors, etc.

- **Storage Capabilities:**
  Capability to store the acquired data, final or intermediate level results on a local or a remote computer. It means the proposed software should be able to connect with RDBMS databases like SQL-Server or spreadsheets like Microsoft Excel. This feature is essential to achieve data in various forms at various stages and retrieve in the future as required.

- **User Interface and Presentation:**
  Right from data acquisition to final results, data needs to be presented in a form to make it readable to future readers when it is published. An effective presentation of findings is vital to convey the message of the experimental activity to a research community. The proposed system has presentation modules to view data in raw, tabular and plotted forms.

- **Reusability:**
  Since many algorithms tend to use standard components, the software coded in this platform using procedural blocks shall make them reusable. The reusability principle allows a reduction in algorithm design and development time to make both processes faster.
• **Modularity:**

Being programmed in smaller code blocks the proposed architecture shall allow maintaining modularity. It enables to test and apply individual components relatively faster and more straightforward. A combination of little modules supports developing of a variety of scenarios and case studies in a relatively quick manner.

• **Hardware Interfacing:**

Proposed experimental setup shall be capable of interfacing with external cameras and sensing modalities to acquire data from real-life environments. Purpose of adding this capability is to create a way for developing applications based on this software platform.

• **Portability:**

Proposed system shall be capable of being implemented in multiple software libraries including procedural and object-oriented programming paradigms. Due to recent research in the analytics and big-data applications, there are many software libraries and tools readily available. Having a portable design would make very easy to apply the same solution in multiple domains and then compare for performance, reliability, scalability and so forth.

• **Scalability:**

Few of the experiments may deal with highly scalable datasets and this fact will have to be considered here to make the system capable of handling it. What it means is, the system shall be designed in a way to operate large volumes of data during the experimental activities. Another aspect of the scalability is the ability to acquire information from multiple channels. This framework has a capability of up to obtain data from four image acquisitions
and the same number of wireless sensor acquisition channels.

- **Expandability:**
  The proposed architecture can expand itself from the current number of image acquisition channels to higher numbers as per the future needs. It can also allow accommodating other variety of modalities to provide a versatile system.

Summary of the functional aspects considered for the proposed architecture are as described below:

- The input data in raw and feature form will be presented on a graphical user interface. This feature of the system will allow visualising of acquired information at various stages.

- Data acquisition and experimental processes shall be started, paused and stopped using control features on a user interface. Many time lasting and lengthy experimental activities shall have an ability to start, pause and stop itself as required.

- Detected objects shall be marked using a bounding box with distinct coloured edges to make them visible.

- Numerical information acquired and calculated during the experimental activities will be presented using tables and plots. Quantitative and qualitative results of the validation process shall be made available in a conventional scientific form.

- Ability to control the number of active input channels by using user-interface. Depending on the experimental requirements and datasets used the number of
input data channels needs to be switched on and off. Provision of a user-control to allow this switching shall make the experimental process more flexible. The same setup shall be used for different types of experimental activities.

4.3 HyMuDS System Design

A multimodal detection system called ‘Hybrid Multimodal Data Acquisition System’ [61] or in short form HyMuDS is proposed. The system has an architecture, which addresses concerns associated with concurrency, and the discreteness of the data acquired from multiple sources. The problem of concurrency is resolved by a multi-threaded approach to poll a data coming from different nodes interfaced to hardware ports. Details of the software and hardware design are discussed in the following sections.

4.3.1 Hardware Architecture

Hardware architecture includes a scheme to address practical challenges relating to the deployment of the sensing modalities to acquire accurate information of a scenario. Major hardware concerns related to the HyMuDS system are:

- Bigger bandwidth is required for the imaging modalities to increase detection capability in various environmental conditions,

- The system needs significant flexibility in the deployment of microsensors in order to cover larger distances and distributed coverage within the waterway under observation,
• Portable and maintainable setup is required to detect signals in various scenarios and geographical locations,

• Camera modalities need a flexible mounting mechanism to cover a detection at various angles and heights, and

• Camera modalities need a flexible mounting mechanism to cover the video detection process at various angles and heights.

As shown in Figure 16, the hardware design is implemented. It allows addressing all concerns discussed previously and provides a solution to achieve architectural objectives. Four cameras with a serial interface are mounted to acquire imagery in parallel. Two of these cameras are equipped with ultraviolet and infrared pass lenses to allow the specific spectrum to be captured. Whereas, the other two cameras are equipped with filter lenses to disallow IR and UV lights to pass through to camera sensors. A provision needed to be made for a wireless sensor network to acquire analogue parameters related to macro-level properties of the water. In this case, a gateway connected with a USB interface interacts with the nodes deployed in the area under observation.

4.3.2 Software Framework

Based on the background study and problem specific concerns, the software framework is proposed. The proposed structure of the implementation uses an object-oriented programming language for modularity. The architecture is divided into several layers focusing various concerns within the problem-space.
• **Data Acquisition:**

The topmost layer represents data acquisition layer to acquire real-time environmental details. Here, multimodal datasets are obtained using a diverse set of modalities. The connectivity of these cameras can be established using various hardware interfaces. A provision is made in this layer of the framework for WiFi, Bluetooth, USB and Serial communication protocols. The WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity are provisioned for connecting to wireless camera sensors. This layer has a multithreaded programming implementation to handle concurrency.

• **Presentation:**

To display data in various stages using a variety of presentation modules. Raw data is presented in a pictorial form using video-players whereas a provision is made to show features in a tabular form. Other commonly used controls are utilised for controlling the system operations. Plotting user-controls are applied to present intermediate or final results of test cycles.

Figure 16: HyMuDS Data Acquisition Hardware
• **Pre-Processing and Data Conditioning:**

The acquired data needs to be preprocessed through data conditioning algorithms to perform noise-elimination, normalisation and dimensionality-reduction. In the proposed research context, we use feature extraction techniques to reduce a raw multimodal dataset at a lower dimension.

• **Data optimisation, Fusion and Supervised Learning:**

Data optimisation and supervised learning: A dataset in its original or a derived form needs to be optimised further by applying a supervised machine learning technique. This layer is the most crucial set of computational elements for validating the proposed methodology. Within this class of algorithms, evolutionary selection and classification of features and modalities are performed. The data optimisation techniques include evolutionary algorithms to implement the proposed hypothesis. Whereas, the classification algorithms include a set of commonly practised algorithms like Artificial Neural Networks, K Nearest Neighbors, Support Vector Machines, etc. The data fusion algorithms including wavelet, Principal Component Analysis and primitive techniques (min, max, etc.) are implemented. These methods are very commonly used in the multimodal data processing applications.

• **Repository or Data Layer:**

The data layer is a repository for saving data and results in spatial, numerical and address forms. A well-organised structure with separate compartments for types and instances of the datasets is developed.
4.3.3 Component Level Design

This subsection explains a component level design of most essential modules of the software architecture.

Data Acquisition

The data modelling process (Alg. 5) describes how data acquisition and preparation is done for the experimental activities. Here, a dataset or acquired data is accessed and then the even modal set is assigned to a separate variable. After that,
Algorithm 5 Data Modelling Process

begin

1. $DS = \text{Read}(\text{Dataset})$ where $DS = \{I_1, I_2..I_4\}$

2. Calculate size of a modality: $[r, \sim] = \text{size}(I1)$

3. $k =$number of noise levels

4. for all $i \leq 66$

5. for all $j \leq r$

6. $M_{i,j} = \text{imnoise}_i(I_j)$

7. end for

8. end for

9. Save modelled dataset: $M = \{M_{1,1}, M_{2,1}..M_{i,j}\}$

the size of a significant modality is measured to define a number of iterations required to perform for modifying every element in the set. Based on the scientific techniques every modal element is expanded into multiple variations to simulate different environmental conditions. Here, ‘imnoise’ functions are typically representing environmental conditions emulated by adding different types and levels of image noises. Finally, a derived dataset $M$ with modal representations $\{M_{1,1}, M_{2,1}..M_{i,j}\}$ is saved which is used as an input data for other software components. Especially, Data Fusion and Feature Extraction modules will be extensively using $M$ as their input.
Algorithm 6 Image Fusion Algorithm

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Input Multimodal Dataset: $M = \{M_1, M_2, M_3, M_4\}$
\item Calculate Size of a Modality:$[\text{rows}, \text{cols}] = \text{size}(M_1)$
\item Declare empty arrays for fused images: $\text{fusedmin} = [], \text{fusedmax} = [], \text{fusedavg} = [], \text{fusedwave} = []$
\item \textbf{for all} $1 \leq i \leq \text{rows}$
\begin{align*}
M_{i,j} &= \text{imcrop}(M_{i,j}, [r, c]) \\
\text{fusedmin}_i &= \text{minpixel}(M_{1,i}, M_{2,i}, M_{3,i}, M_{4,i}) \\
\text{fusedmax}_i &= \text{maxpixel}(M_{1,i}, M_{2,i}, M_{3,i}, M_{4,i}) \\
\text{fusedavg}_i &= \text{averagepixel}(M_{1,i}, M_{2,i}, M_{3,i}, M_{4,i}) \\
\text{wvfusion}_i &= \text{waveletfusion}(M_{1,i}, M_{2,i}, M_{3,i}, M_{4,i}) \\
\text{pcafusion}_i &= \text{pcafusion}(M_{1,i}, M_{2,i}, M_{3,i}, M_{4,i}) \\
\text{fusedmin} &= [\text{fusedmin}; \text{fusedmin}_i] \\
\text{fusedmax} &= [\text{fusedmax}; \text{fusedmax}_i] \\
\text{fusedavg} &= [\text{fusedavg}; \text{fusedavg}_i] \\
\text{fusedwave} &= [\text{fusedwave}; \text{wvfusion}_i] \\
\text{fusedpca} &= [\text{fusedpca}; \text{pcafusion}_i]
\end{align*}
\item \textbf{end for}
\end{enumerate}
\end{algorithm}

Data Fusion Module

The data fusion module has the programming routine as shown in Algorithm 2. It starts with measuring sizes of every modality and then uses those measurements.
inside a for loop to restrict sizes of all images and make them uniformly sized for fusion operations. Here, four different fusion algorithms operate within the for loop and fuse all modalities together to create combined images for future operations.

**Algorithm 7 Feature Extraction and Storage Algorithm**

```plaintext
begin

1. Input Multimodal Dataset: \( M = \{M_1...M_n\} \)

2. Count Images in a modality: \([\text{rows}, \sim] = \text{size}(M_1)\)

3. Declare feature matrices: \([\text{feature}m_1,...,\text{feature}m_n]\)

4. Calculate size of every image: \([r_1,c_1] = \text{size}(M_1)...[r_n,c_n] = \text{size}(M_n)\)

5. Define container image size: \( r = \min(r_1...r_n), c = \min(c_1...c_n)\)

6. for \( i \leq \text{rows} \)

7. \quad for \( j \leq n \)

8. \quad \quad \quad \quad M_{1i} = \text{imcrop}(M_{ji}, [r,c])

9. \quad \quad \quad \quad fM_{ji} = \text{featureextract}(M_{ji})

10. \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{feature}_{m_j} = [\text{feature}_{m_j}; fM_{ji}]

11. \quad end for

12. end for

Data optimisation

The feature optimisation layer in the proposed architecture includes set of algorithms proposed in the methodology section of this report. The optimisation process
Figure 18: Generalization of optimisation Process

is applied on an input data in feature and modality form. For every component in this layer, the type of input and output data types are the same. The optimisation process in the proposed methodology is a population-based search and optimisation approach. In this method, metadata of the input data vectors is iteratively processed to find an optimum solution. Three main building blocks of this method include population generation, metadata processing and data selection. In case of feature level optimisation, a classification algorithm is integrated to calculate intermittent fitness values during metadata processing cycles.

**Feature Classification** Functional blocks of the most commonly practised classification algorithm for multimodal object detection are implemented. In this research study, this set of algorithms are essential since objects detected are labelled using classification algorithms. The proposed evolutionary set of algorithms either can be used along with these classifiers to find their effect on the classification process. As described in figure 19, a set of features in a vector form is supplied to receive singular or multiple classification results.
4.3.4 Human Interface Design

A Human-Machine Interface or HMI for object detection process was developed as shown in diagram 6. The HMI was designed by following the modularity principle to accommodate various experimental requirements. Data visualization for four imaging modalities is provided with the ability to select one image sequence at a time.

A provision to vary the settings and parameters of the algorithms tested is provided using text boxes. The validation process can be controlled using radio and push buttons. Analytical results are visualised using line graphs. Thus, a modular user interface is created to conduct the experimental analysis.

4.4 Data modelling Process

Since proposed research study requires investigating effects of environmental fluctuation in gradual and sudden ways, it is essential to design datasets used for validation to accommodate those variations. In this case, we consider three classes of possible variations with abrupt and gradual changes in them:
Figure 20: Object Detection and Analysis HMI

- **Illumination:**
  This is usually observed as a gradual phenomenon on a typical, bright sunny day. It becomes rapidly degrading for visual spectrum when twilight or other causes stopping the sunlight reaching to the object under observation.

- **Fog:**
  It is commonly observed during winter that fog may create an occlusion of the object under observation and this can be a gradual or sudden addition to the environment.

- **Rain:**
  Rainy conditions may impose limited light with some sort of noise due to raindrops which will make the observed scene hazy. It can also add micro-occlusion to hide important features.

Considering all the above possible scenarios, either multimodal datasets already having those environmental adversities embedded in them or simulation
to create such datasets is required. Following paragraphs contemplate on both of these possible options to develop a strategy to build datasets for either representing or simulating gradual and sudden environmental changes.

Another aspect relating to variability in datasets considered for proposed experiments is a number of classes in datasets. Since object detection can be a subjective study concerning its area of application, the number of object classes within may vary. Here, we conduct experiments to test the proposed algorithms from binary to multiple classification models. Such testing will validate merits of these algorithms to work on a variety of applications. Thus, we require datasets to accommodate this concern as well.

Validation of the performance of the proposed methodology, it will be required to use datasets with a certain level of scalability. Having a minimally sized dataset may not be enough to measure time consumed by a particular algorithm to detect objects and anomalies within. A dataset with too high scalability may prove a time-consuming exercise to run the proposed experiments. Here, we try to accommodate both these concerns by using a dataset with moderate size added with variations to simulate environmental dynamism. Due to such a strategy, both scalability and variability concerns will be addressed. Following subsections provide detailed information on the datasets used.

4.4.1 Proposed Datasets

According to the experimental requirements, various datasets were investigated to test multimodality along with environmental variability features. In general, the datasets are available either purely of unimodal visual objects with illumination
Figure 21: Data modelling Process

variations or multimodal datasets captured in stable environmental scenarios. Due to these limitations, we chose to expand a base dataset added with extra noise for modelling fog, micro-occlusion and lighting variations. This modelling process provides a simulation of a broader environmental range to validate uncertainty and variability in environmental conditions. The subsection 4.4.2 provides a detailed description of both modelling process and dataset.
4.4.2 Data modelling

The data modelling is performed to simulate environmental variability and its effects on the multimodal imagery. Here, we consider four commonly observed parameters to model the environmental dynamism. Following paragraphs explain every parameter to a full extent.

**Variability in Lighting Conditions**

Estimating illumination changes in stochastic conditions is a very challenging process. Adversities added to visual spectrum images due to the disparate illumination adds various noises to reduce the visibility of objects present in it. Main effects due to noise include visibility dilution and loss of sharpness in colour reflectance. Gaussian noise is a most commonly observed noise due to poor illuminating conditions. Since computer vision applications mostly operate in really distinct environments, it is challenging having a common strategy to model illumination noise. Here, based on inspiration few research studies [93, 73] we propose using addition of the Gaussian noise [53] on visual spectrum images. The noise addition is done systematically and randomly to simulate gradual and sudden changes into the imaging platform environment.

**Micro Level Occlusion**

Adding micro level occlusion provides a close equivalence to the simulation of rain. In the current investigation, we give a limited attempt to create a scenario resembling to rain by adding microparticles using Salt and Pepper noise [9]. The density of this type of noise as well varied systematically and randomly. This type of the noise is added over all modalities experimented in a validation activity.

**Adding Rotation and Skew**

All modalities are added with rotation and skew to create a scenario where objects are observed either at an axial and planar angle. Rotating of images [37] allow
looking at the same dataset with another environmental scene when objects are seen from an oblique perspective.

**Simulating Scale Variation**

Modelling of the scale variance [103] is attempted by varying image resolutions to dilute pixel densities at various levels. By applying this technique objects present in those images lose their resolution to create a sense of increased distance concerning the capturing device or a camera. This type of variance is applied to all modalities since it is a typical behaviour across the spectrum for all camera.

**TNO Image Multiband Datasets**

Table 1 describes the TNO datasets [119] used for the final experimental analysis. The entire dataset was divided into three smaller sets based on a number of modalities. Every modality was added with the variations as discussed in the previous paragraphs of this subsection. An example showing the effect of variability added to one image is displayed in Figure 22.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Number of Modalities</th>
<th>Number of Images</th>
<th>Variations Added</th>
<th>Synthetic Images</th>
<th>Image Sizes</th>
<th>Number of Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>64KP $\sim$ 0.25MP</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>64KP $\sim$ 0.25MP</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>64KP $\sim$ 0.25MP</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset Description
4.5 Summary

Thus, this chapter outlines a systematic approach towards various software and hardware tools used in the validation process of the proposed methodology. A hardware setup capable of capturing multimodal images from the range of environmental conditions is used in the experimental work and case studies followed in this report. Whereas, the data modelling process used is used to simulate various environmental scenarios by modifying a multimodal imaging dataset. Following chapters will present the applicability of these tools for validating the hypothesis.
5 Validation and Evaluation of Evolutionary Multimodal Object Detection Methods

5.1 Background

This chapter presents the experimental results of the proposed hypothesis during the chapter one. Here, the emphasis is given to the following keywords while validating the hypothesis:

- **Multimodality:**
  Every experimental cycle is performed using multimodal imaging datasets to validate its effect in dynamic environmental scenarios when evolutionary optimisation techniques are used.

- **Accuracy and Performance:**
  An accurate prediction of datasets is assessed in various abstraction levels of the dataset which include modality, feature and inference. Another aspect of accuracy check consists of the presence of number objects or classes in datasets experimented. Finally, the number of features extracted are varied from minimum level to maximum to see their effect on the object detection accuracy.

- **Robustness:**
  Precision level of detection is assessed in various scenarios as discussed in accuracy check section. Here, importance is given to the variability of detection accuracy from a mean value. This experimental aspect measures fluctuation with respect to this mean value.
Following subsection provide a detailed explanation of experimental results on validating accuracy, performance and robustness.

5.2 Experimental Results

This subsection presents experimental results for every algorithm in the proposed methodology. Every algorithm was developed to overcome a different kind of improvement in the detection process. The Enhanced GA was designed to improve accuracy using a pre-learned feature-template. The phenotypic switching method mainly is used for optimising modality level data. The bet-hedging and epigenetic approach use feature level details for selection to improve robustness and accuracy. This subsection discusses the experimental results for every algorithm and compares them with conventional methods.

5.2.1 Enhanced Genetic Algorithm

The enhanced-GA operates on the multimodal features to extract most relevant features to the range of environments. The experimental work mainly assesses the algorithm from accuracy, robustness and performance perspectives. Every assessment parameter was further tested by varying the input dataset at modality, feature and object quantities. Another essential validation strategy includes assessment of fused and unfused modalities. The optimisation algorithm was run for 100 generations to get a stable output. The following data in Figure 24 shows an example plot with the number of generations vs. fitness value.

Accuracy

The proposed GA version was assessed for fused and unfused images. The classi-
The classification process was performed using an SVM classifier with a linear kernel. The following data in Table 2 shows the results for the test cycles ran to validate the accuracy and performance of the proposed algorithms.

### Class Label

In this experimental cycle, the number of class labels were varied to assess the accuracy of the algorithms tested. The results are summarised in the following data in Table 2. The classification accuracy for unoptimised featureset was compared against the proposed method. The maximum number of class labels is equal to total types of image-sets available in a subset of the dataset. The accuracy column shows the range of the accuracy level observed for every subtype of the assessment.

### Feature Count

Another scenario assumed in the validation process included a varying number of features for every type of dataset. It was considered the number of features may
Table 2: Accuracy Comparison of Feature Classification Methods when Class Labels Quantity is Varied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Class Labels</th>
<th>Unoptimized Feature Classification Accuracy</th>
<th>Optimized Feature Classification Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS1 (Bimodal)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43 ~ 49%</td>
<td>44 ~ 47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44 ~ 47%</td>
<td>44 ~ 49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40 ~ 44%</td>
<td>42 ~ 48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32 ~ 38%</td>
<td>36 ~ 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18 ~ 29%</td>
<td>28 ~ 41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2 (Trimodal)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>67 ~ 73%</td>
<td>69 ~ 76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64 ~ 69%</td>
<td>63 ~ 72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>61 ~ 66%</td>
<td>62 ~ 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>51 ~ 59%</td>
<td>61 ~ 67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3 (QuadModal)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63 ~ 67%</td>
<td>66 ~ 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57 ~ 61%</td>
<td>60 ~ 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48 ~ 53%</td>
<td>56 ~ 62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45 ~ 51%</td>
<td>55 ~ 59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

affect performance and accuracy for every method. The assumption was based on a consideration that if a low percentage of object details without any optimisation can compromise then the accuracy and improve the performance.
Table 3: Accuracy Comparison of Unoptimized Feature Classification Methods when Feature Quantity Varies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Unoptimized Feature Classification</th>
<th>Optimized Feature Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS1 (Bimodal)</td>
<td>10 ~ 56</td>
<td>18 ~ 29%</td>
<td>28 ~ 41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2 (Trimodal)</td>
<td>30 ~ 78</td>
<td>23 ~ 32%</td>
<td>31 ~ 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3 (Quad modal)</td>
<td>40 ~ 102</td>
<td>24 ~ 33%</td>
<td>32 ~ 43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fusion Methods

Three most commonly practices fusion methods were tested for the accuracy when the fused images were applied with and without a feature subset optimisation method. These test cycles were applied over complete datasets with the maximum number of class labels.
Table 4: Accuracy Comparison when Feature optimisation is Applied to various Fusion Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>28 ~ 40 %</td>
<td>31 ~ 42 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>48 ~ 58 %</td>
<td>53 ~ 65 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>49 ~ 55 %</td>
<td>52 ~ 62 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamdani (Min)</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>24 ~ 32 %</td>
<td>29 ~ 35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>43 ~ 49 %</td>
<td>48 ~ 56 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>45 ~ 51 %</td>
<td>52 ~ 59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamdani (Max)</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>21 ~ 33 %</td>
<td>27 ~ 32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>40 ~ 46 %</td>
<td>44 ~ 51 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>42 ~ 49 %</td>
<td>49 ~ 56 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Classification Methods

Mean accuracy for every method which was applied for fused, unfused and optimised feature sets. Seven most commonly practised classification algorithms were tested using the proposed method. The list of the classifiers with their acronyms is as below:

- SVM: Support Vector Machines,
- DT: Decision Trees,
- NB: Naive Bayes,
- RF: Random Forests,
- DC: Discriminant Classifiers,
Following the data in Table 5 summarises the accuracy comparison between all classification algorithms with and without fusion or optimisation. The number of features per unoptimised modality is equal to 26. In case of the optimised features, the feature count may vary and the results described here are the most commonly observed values.
Table 5: Accuracy Comparison of Feature Classification Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality Count</th>
<th>Number of Outputs</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>22.28%</td>
<td>18.58%</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
<td>21.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>33.15%</td>
<td>30.46%</td>
<td>55.01%</td>
<td>32.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>35.27%</td>
<td>31.58%</td>
<td>59.53%</td>
<td>35.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>58.57%</td>
<td>55.42%</td>
<td>64.80%</td>
<td>59.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>59.17%</td>
<td>61.54%</td>
<td>70.95%</td>
<td>62.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>62.71%</td>
<td>62.41%</td>
<td>72.41%</td>
<td>64.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>49.45%</td>
<td>59.01%</td>
<td>61.70%</td>
<td>59.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>52.65%</td>
<td>63.84%</td>
<td>64.92%</td>
<td>66.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>55.47%</td>
<td>65.88%</td>
<td>66.42%</td>
<td>68.37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality Count</th>
<th>Number of Outputs</th>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>ANN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>22.26%</td>
<td>21.93%</td>
<td>57.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>35.81%</td>
<td>32.01%</td>
<td>66.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>39.62%</td>
<td>40.12%</td>
<td>82.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>57.38%</td>
<td>58.37%</td>
<td>74.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>61.54%</td>
<td>59.86%</td>
<td>78.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>63.66%</td>
<td>60.55%</td>
<td>89.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unfused</td>
<td>60.77%</td>
<td>61.61%</td>
<td>85.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>65.81%</td>
<td>65.67%</td>
<td>87.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>68.43%</td>
<td>66.08%</td>
<td>91.97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Performance**

The performance comparison for every dataset with the maximum number of classes was tested. The results are shown in Table 6. In this validation, all classification algorithms listed in Table 5 were tested. The following results are for the SVM classifier since feature accuracy results in Table 2, 3 and 4 were achieved using the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Class Labels</th>
<th>Unoptimized Feature Classification</th>
<th>Optimized Feature Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.0392 ~ 0.618 s</td>
<td>0.0346 ~ 0.0521 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0406 ~ 0.3847 s</td>
<td>0.0378 ~ 0.0432 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0406 ~ 0.3847 s</td>
<td>0.0378 ~ 0.0432 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Robustness**

The robustness or stability of the proposed method is compared with the existing feature classification algorithms. The testing was conducted for 100 cycles for every algorithm to vary the fluctuations in their accuracy levels. The following data in Table 7 shows a comparison between the percentage range of the accuracy fluctuation for SVM classified feature sets belonging to the image sets which are fused or unfused. Thus, the accuracy, performance and robustness were tested and compared with the traditional methods. The results are indicative of significant and marginal improvements which will be discussed in the conclusion section of this chapter.
Figure 25: Performance and Accuracy Comparison for Classification Methods (Part 1/2)
Figure 26: Performance and Accuracy Comparison for Classification Methods (Part 2/2)
Table 7: Robustness Comparison of Unoptimized Feature Classification Methods when Feature Quantity Varies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Feature Count</th>
<th>Class Label Count</th>
<th>Unoptimized Feature Classification Fused (Wavelet Method) in %</th>
<th>Without fusion in %</th>
<th>Optimized Feature Classification in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 4.6</td>
<td>-6.9 ~ 5.3</td>
<td>-6.2 ~ 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-4.3 ~ 3.9</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 4.8</td>
<td>-4.0 ~ 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 4.6</td>
<td>-5.8 ~ 6.6</td>
<td>-5.1 ~ 4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3 Phenotype Switching of Modalities and Bet-Hedging of Features

The phenotype switching was applied at modality level to reduce effect redundant modalities on the detection process. In the proposed phenotypic switching also combines the Bet-Hedging method. Thus, the phenotypic approach optimises at modality level whereas the Bet-Hedging technique works on the detailed level to improve the robustness. Here an experimental validation was conducted to find the effect of datasets with two, three and four modalities. In a first trial run, common fusion methods were applied to the datasets to find their accuracy, robustness and performance. Another set test cycles were run to observe the effects of the learning
classification algorithms used for feature based detection methods. Table 8 shows the comparison between various fusion methods when the proposed method was applied.

### Table 8: Accuracy Comparison with Fusion Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Label Count</th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Proposed: Pheno-Hedging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28 ~ 40 %</td>
<td>36~ 42 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48 ~ 58 %</td>
<td>56 ~ 61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49 ~ 55 %</td>
<td>58 ~ 62 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24 ~ 32 %</td>
<td>31 ~ 36 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>43 ~ 49 %</td>
<td>54 ~ 59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45 ~ 51 %</td>
<td>55 ~ 59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamdani</td>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21 ~ 33 %</td>
<td>29 ~ 33 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40 ~ 46 %</td>
<td>46 ~ 50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42 ~ 49 %</td>
<td>49 ~ 53 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 shows a comparison between classification accuracies when the feature-sets were extracted after the phenotypic approach was applied.
Table 9: Accuracy Comparison of Feature Classification Methods when Feature Quantity Varies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Number of Class</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>NB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Un</td>
<td>Phen</td>
<td>Un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Number of Class</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>ANN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Un</td>
<td>Phen</td>
<td>Un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 provides cumulative times consumed as a performance comparison between fusion and proposed methods. The comparison was performed to find the impact of the hedging and optimisation over the performance of the fusion techniques.
Table 10: Performance Comparison of Fusion Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Method</th>
<th>Modality Count</th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Proposed: Phenotype Switching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DWT</strong></td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>0.0346 ~ 0.0521 s</td>
<td>0.0315 ~ 0.0467 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>0.0378 ~ 0.0432 s</td>
<td>0.0334 ~ 0.0410 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>0.0406 ~ 0.0484 s</td>
<td>0.0371 ~ 0.0452 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCA</strong></td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>0.0403 ~ 0.0739 s</td>
<td>0.0356 ~ 0.0548 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>0.0434 ~ 0.0884 s</td>
<td>0.0374 ~ 0.0732 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>0.0505 ~ 0.0987 s</td>
<td>0.0451 ~ 0.0772 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mamdani</strong></td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>0.0279 ~ 0.0421 s</td>
<td>0.0234 ~ 0.0401 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>0.0367 ~ 0.0647 s</td>
<td>0.0334 ~ 0.0577 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>0.0409 ~ 0.0747 s</td>
<td>0.0378 ~ 0.0652 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11 gives a comparison between the robustness of the proposed approach applied to various image fusion methods.
Table 11: Robustness Comparison of Fusion Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Method</th>
<th>Modality Count</th>
<th>Unoptimized %</th>
<th>Phenotype Switching %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.9 ~ 5.3 %</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 5.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 4.8 %</td>
<td>-5.1 ~ 4.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.8 ~ 6.6 %</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 6.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 5.2 %</td>
<td>-6.3 ~ 5.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 4.2 %</td>
<td>-5.0 ~ 4.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 6.3 %</td>
<td>-5.1 ~ 6.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamdani</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 5.1 %</td>
<td>-6.3 ~ 4.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 4.6 %</td>
<td>-4.6 ~ 4.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 6.2 %</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 6.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4 Gene Silencing

Table 9 provides the cumulative times consumed as a performance comparison between fusion and proposed methods. The comparison was performed to find the impact of the hedging and optimisation over the performance of the fusion techniques. The Gene-Silencing or an epigenetic approach affects a temporal sense. The continuous process of acquiring and detecting needs real-time adjustments. This method is capable to periodically analyse the datasets obtained for desired environmental changes and adjust the detection mechanism accordingly. This subsection mainly compares the effect of gene-silencing over the classification results from a robustness perspective. Table 12 shows a comparison between sensor fusion methods with and without Gene-Silencing applied. The values in columns indicate the minimum and maximum percentage of the deflection with respect to the mean accuracy.
Table 13 shows the effect on the classification algorithms when the Gene-Silencing is applied. The values in Table 12 and 13 indicate the sum of the percentage of deflection from mean accuracy for every classification algorithm with and without gene silencing.

Table 12: Robustness Comparison of Fusion Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Method</th>
<th>Modality Count</th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Proposed: Gene-Silencing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.9 ~ 5.3 %</td>
<td>-3.7 ~ 3.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 4.8 %</td>
<td>-4.1 ~ 3.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.8 ~ 6.6 %</td>
<td>-4.3 ~ 5.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 5.2 %</td>
<td>-5.3 ~ 4.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 4.2 %</td>
<td>-4.4 ~ 3.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 6.3 %</td>
<td>-4.0 ~ 5.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamdani</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-6.7 ~ 5.1 %</td>
<td>-4.3 ~ 2.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-5.2 ~ 4.6 %</td>
<td>-3.7 ~ 3.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>-5.4 ~ 6.2 %</td>
<td>-4.4 ~ 5.2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13: Accuracy Comparison of Feature Classification Methods when Feature Quantity Varies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Number of Labels</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>NB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Un</td>
<td>Opt</td>
<td>Un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
<th>Number of Labels</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>ANN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Un</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Summary

The experimental work in this section is performed on qualitative and quantitative levels. Every algorithm was assessed from various perspectives to validate either one or more parameters from accuracy, performance and robustness. Since every algorithm is intended to serve a different purpose, the tests were carried out accordingly. The GA implementation and phenotypic algorithm were developed mainly for improving accuracy and performance. Whereas, the Gene-Silencing approach was
primarily to improve robustness to acquire more stable results. The GA implementation was analysed for its usage find accuracy when applied with different fusion and classification algorithms. The results are indicative of increase in accuracy (6 to 11%) and performance (5 to 9%). Whereas, the robustness was improved relatively lower magnitude (4 to 7%).
6 Action Research

This chapter presents case studies based on the investigated methodologies. Applicability of the multimodal evolutionary algorithms was tested over three areas applications. These case studies are to capture applications for water quality and surface monitoring, healthcare and machine vision for robotic applications. The environmental monitoring case study is called as iMuDS which is an acronym for ‘Internet of Multimodal Data Acquisition Systems’. In case of the healthcare, a solution was developed to use multimodality for patient activity monitoring. A further expansion of this solution is currently under development where evolutionary methods are used for optimising data and decisions. The machine vision algorithms were used for detecting objects by extracting and analysing their most prominent features. The following subsections of this chapter provide a brief overview of the action research conducted.

6.1 iMuDS: IoT Application for Water Surface Monitoring

Due to a continuous presence of a human population, the urban waterways require constant monitoring to detect the presence of contaminants. Many research studies show the litter discharging in the rivers and lakes is a serious threat to species who rely on them. Furthermore, this water as well may become useless for human use. As per few of the alarming statistics, globally two million tons of waste is discharged into urban waterways. Implications of the polluted water include millions of cases of Diarrhea, a threat to the survival of 24% of mammals and 12% of birds who depend on inland waterways.

Many attempts are made to diagnose water quality on a periodic basis using
either manual intervention or by an automated approach. Use of the in-situ sensors to diagnose micro-level impurities is a commonly practised method. Use of video streaming water surface as well provides another level of detail. In this case study, an IoT architecture iMuDS an acronym for 'Internet of Multimodal Data Acquisition Systems' is proposed. The iMuDS uses a combination of cameras with in-situ sensors connecting to a cloud-based server using a mobile communication network. The evolutionary intelligence is applied to provide an adaptive detection process. The evolutionary algorithms help to optimise, select and accurately classify object and anomalies.
6.1.1 Development Rationale

The motives behind iMuDS architectural development using the IoT and evolutionary concepts are as below:

- IoT is an industry standard with proven usefulness in many applications. Due to its growing recognition, many ‘off the shelf’ system components are available.

- Evolutionary computational intelligence can help to improve the efficiency to transfer data packets through internet transmission. Evolutionary algorithms can allow selective transportation of datasets from high dimensional sensing modalities like video cameras. Furthermore, evolutionary intelligence also provides an essential mechanism for data optimisation to improve detection accuracy.

- The Cloud platform provides a subscription-based server infrastructure with relatively moderate cost. Due to readily available cloud environments which
match most of the industry specifications, the delivery time for infrastructure development can be reduced substantially.

6.1.2 High-Level Architectural Perspective

The iMuDS architecture has three main elements as follows:

- **Application Server:**
  A cloud-hosted application server with data acquisition, storage and analytic capabilities.

- **MuDS:**
  A multimodal subsystem to combine wireless-sensing and camera modalities to detect a targeted scenario.

- **Mobile Network:**
  Providing internet connectivity to bridge the application server and multiple MuDS sensory nodes.
6.1.3 MuDS: Multimodal-Data Acquisition System

The MuDS uses two main types of modalities, cameras and wireless sensors. The cameras acquire a water surface level activity whereas the wireless-sensors detect detailed or micro level parameters including turbidity, salinity and so on. Thus, two different modalities are coupled to monitor macro and detailed level contamination in water.

The wireless sensors are clustered and connected to a wireless gateway device. The gateway is a bridging device between the sensor-nodes and the controller unit. Whereas, camera sensors are directly attached to the controller using Universal Serial Bus (USB). The controller device uses a mobile wireless gateway for transmitting acquired data to the application server. Thus, a hardware arrangement for obtaining and dispatching real-time data of a waterway is developed.
6.1.4 Feature Selection and Classification

The data-sets acquired from every MuDS are sampled and converted into a feature form. Every set of modalities and features are optimized at a node and application server. The evolutionary algorithms act here as a switching mechanism which periodically runs an assessment to track the environmental changes and their effects on imaging modalities. Thus, the evolution process here reduces redundancies which improve the efficiency of transmission and accuracy of the detection process. Figure 31 presents a process involved in feature and modality selection.
6.1.5 Organization of Repository for Storing Multimodal Data

The data repository was designed with an application specific requirement. The primary considerations were to include physical addresses with time-stamps. It was architected in a hierarchical structure where the central repository has a provision to store data in multiple folders dedicated to various waterways. Within every waterway storage, sensor data is saved as per their acquisition time. Thus, a systematic approach was applied to avoid mix up of the acquired data and preserve it for any future events.
6.1.6 Analytics and Reporting

The application layer operates in a cloud environment and uses multimodal features to convert them into observations. Various business-specific reports generated and presented. A typical example of user-level presentation of information extracted is shown in Figures 33 and 34. Pollution density or intensity can be presented either in a mapped picture or by using plots. The purpose here is to develop a reporting scheme readily understandable to users.

Thus, iMuDS provides a complete end-to-end solution using evolutionary intelligence for detecting and classifying multimodal datasets. The further logic is applied and converts the pertinent results into user-readable reports. Trials were conducted on a river in Sydney metropolitan and did show very encouraging results.

![Figure 33: Example of Pollution Monitoring Map](image1)

![Figure 34: Example of Suburb-wise Pollution Density Plotting](image2)
6.2 Evolutionary Multimodal Network for Patient Monitoring

Remote patient monitoring is a significant research study due to limited access to medical services. One of the most common scenarios is an elderly person living independently. In many countries, there is a limited number of trained nursing staff to supervise every individual patient at their residence. In such case routine monitoring of events and activities requires an automated approach. A combination of recent technologies including smartphones and IoT can be used to create an expensive and accessible solution to the problem. Typically, a sensor attached to a human body or an environment he is operating in can be connected to the user’s smartphone. The evolutionary algorithms can be employed to conduct an efficient usage of sensory and transmission resources. Here, an ongoing investigative study is in progress to create a system to address the discussed problem. A combination of evolutionary algorithms is employed to select and optimise the patient data.

Combining three algorithms and then applying them consisted of the proposed home-based monitoring domain. The experiment to validate proposed concept includes generation of sensory data and then saving that to several repositories. After that, evolutionary algorithms are used to learn the datasets for their redundancy, environmental dependencies and selection purposes. Initial experiments for validating proposed concepts show very promising signs and merits of it. More enhancements can be done in future to address specific scenarios like sudden environmental changes imposing total outage or severe inaccuracies in the data classification process. Thus, the proposed concepts can be beneficial to an IoT application for health monitoring of elderly population due to its ability to adapt variability in data sets and to classify received data efficiently.
6.3 Machine Vision Applications

Feature level and modality level detection was achieved for machine vision applications. This work started with an implementation of a GA for detecting significant features of the objects to be monitored. Later a further expansion was done to accommodate infrared and ultra-violet modalities by applying a combination of GA and phenotypic modelling approach. Here the phenotypic method focuses on developing a cluster of features on a periodic basis which is called phenotypes. The phenotype selection allows creating an adaptive mechanism to switch the detection algorithm between changed environmental conditions. A vision system for a Delta parallel robot was developed to detect industrial parts. In another case study, a
machine vision solution for medicine tablet was developed. Both case studies show the advantages of using evolutionary algorithms for detecting targeted objects.

The delta parallel robot was equipped with two conventional vision methods, eye-at-hand or eye-in-hand. More than 40 types of different objects were observed and classified. The vision systems were tested with relevant constraints including partial occlusion, distance variation and illumination fluctuations. Final results of the trials show significant advantages of using genetic algorithms for learning and adapting to environmental changes.

6.4 Summary

Thus, action research with case studies shows the importance of using evolutionary algorithms when a vision system works in unpredictable conditions. Systems like the iMUeDS ecosystem consist of a natural environment with very regular human intervention. Here, the environmental dynamism consists of illumination variation,
occlusion and high-reflection. Detecting presence of pollutants within this situation was a huge challenge. Thanks to the evolutionary methods, every changed scenario was learned and adapted to the detection systems. In case of the machine vision solutions, variability consisted within an enclosed laboratory environment. The illumination was varied artificially to verify accuracy and robustness of the vision system. Equipping a GA for tracking minor changes did help to improve detection accuracy. Applicability in the healthcare domain was proved in initial trials; this work is still in progress and will be extended to a case study relating to a patient monitoring.
7 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the conclusion and future directions for the proposed approach. During this discussion, a brief overview of the scholarly contributions related to this research is provided. This chapter is divided into six parts: the first part revisits the proposed problem and solutions, the second part discusses the research findings, the third part presents the scholarly research contributions, the fourth part summarizes limitations of this research work, and the fifth part gives future directions and finally, the concluding remarks are discussed.

7.1 Revisiting the Proposed Method

A multimodal object detection method for dynamic environmental conditions was proposed and validated. This report started with a detailed description of the problem statement where a real-life scenario for object detection problem was considered. An in-depth background study related to the solutions, methods and algorithms for this body of knowledge was conducted. Based on this review, a research opportunity was found to improve the current multimodal detection practices by using a novel adaptive computational approach.

The investigated innovative evolutionary optimisation methodology was seen as a perfect match to achieve this adaptivity. A problem specific set of tools and framework was developed to create an experimental testbed. Once the testbed and dataset models were developed the proposed algorithms were programmed and tested from quantitative and qualitative angles. The results were found promising with very intriguing details. A set of case studies and applications was developed to implement the methodology in real-life scenarios. This subsection revisits the problem and solution considered at the beginning of this study.
7.1.1 Problem

Multimodal computer vision applications have become an essential part of human lives. The camera-based detection techniques are used in day-to-day life for security, health, manufacturing, environmental monitoring and many more possible areas of applications.

These applications many times operate in unpredictable scenarios where surroundings and light sources make their effect on the objects to be detected. The environmental variability can impose limitation in object detection operations due to scarcity in illumination and other obstructive parameters like dust, rain and fog. In such situations, as an adaptive algorithmic solution is required to overcome the environmental limitations.

7.1.2 Hypothesis and Validation

The hypothesis inspired by evolutionary biological concepts was proposed. The hypothesis suggested on the usage of evolutionary computing models for improving accuracy, performance and robustness. It was proved that the evolutionary processes working on the multimodal metadata should vary in data-structure as per changes in the environmental scenario.

An experimental platform capable of creating scenarios to emulate the environmental conditions was developed. Formal and problem specific validation procedures were applied to run the test cycles. The hypothesis was directed by from various perspectives to record its computational response to changed environmental states. During the validation process, traditional fusion and classification techniques were compared with the proposed methodology. The research findings were recorded and published periodically.
Various applications and case studies were developed by embedding the proposed algorithms. These case studies prove the practical usage of the multimodal evolutionary algorithms. Furthermore, the studies demonstrate the capability of applying the proposed algorithms in a practical context and its applicability for real-world solutions.

7.2 Post Validation Research Finding

7.2.1 Computational Perspective

The proposed set of algorithms was validated for the time consumed for classification and detection processes. The proposed feature based classification significantly improves the accuracy of all the fusion and classification methods. Whereas, the performance and robustness as well are marginally enhanced.

In case of the Phenotype selection algorithm, it improves the performance significantly since it selectively uses input modalities. The Gene-Silencing algorithm is found very useful in increasing the robustness of a fusion or classification algorithm. Table 14 summarises the improvements achieved during this experimental validation.

Table 14: High-Level Comparison between Improvements for Proposed Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced GA</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenotype Selection</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Silencing</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Effect</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2.2 Application Perspective

Machine Vision

Two case studies were developed for machine vision detection problems for robotic and industrial applications. Camera-based detection methods were added with evolutionary computing intelligence to enhance the adaptivity in the environmental variable workspace. The industrial monitoring applications many times tend to operate in relatively controlled lighting conditions. But in case of degradation in visibility due to smoke and dust, an added modality provides a more prominent bandwidth of information. The evolutionary algorithms allow reducing redundancy from the numerous bandwidth datasets.

Camera based vision techniques are prevalent in biomedical and healthcare applications for diagnosis and real-time monitoring purposes. During this research case studies for patient monitoring were developed using a multimodal approach. A computer vision along with wireless sensor technologies was deployed in the patient environment.

Here, a partially hybrid method was employed to combine macro level information from a camera modality with the micro level information with sensors. A combination of a neural network method with a genetic-algorithm allows combining these two sensory channels and detect human activities. Simulation results show the applicability and benefits of the proposed case study.

IoT & Environmental Monitoring

An in-depth investigation was conducted on an urban waterway monitoring application. This application has a data acquisition system to acquire data from multiple cameras and sensing modalities. A set of evolutionary algorithms to optimise data at modality and feature level was applied to cut down redundancies and improve detection results.
A real-life case study was performed with a system specially developed for this monitoring activity. This concept was further enhanced by deploying it in an ‘Internet of Things’ or an ‘IoT’ architecture. Trials conducted on a river in Sydney metropolitan area does show significant advantages of this project. Thus, the applicability of the proposed methodology was proved using a vital application which was deployed in a distributed environment like the IoT.

7.3 Research Contributions

A set of new algorithms and methods have been presented and published in internationally renowned and recognised conferences and journals. The following list provides most up to date publication work related to the methodology:

7.3.1 Intelligent Healthcare - Motion Analysis System for Health Practitioners

- Published:
  
  ‘Proceedings of the 2010 Sixth International Conference on Intelligent Sensors, Sensor Networks and Information Processing (ISSNIP), Brisbane, Australia, 7-10 December 2010; pp. 303–308’.

The core objective of this work was to combine sensing paradigms cameras and wireless sensors. The combination allows fusion of macro and feature using an evolutionary algorithm and an extended Kohonen maps to gain an exploratory understanding of the theoretical concepts underpinning the current state of the art.
research in the given domain. This work was explicitly intended to be implemented in a healthcare domain.

7.3.2 Automated Tablet Quality Assurance and Identification for Hospital Pharmacies

- Published:
  
  "International Journal of Electronics and Telecommunications, 57(2), pp.153-158".

A machine vision solution using a genetic algorithm is proposed. A complete system was developed for a miniature sized conveyor belt to detect defects in medicine tablets. This solution provides an in-house solution for hospital pharmacies to identify the type and quality of the medicine.

7.3.3 Parallel Robot Vision Using Genetic Algorithm and Object Centroid

- Published:
  
An object detection methodology which a genetic algorithm (GA) to detect objects. In this work, randomly extracted sets of coordinates are used to model into chromosomes of the GA. These chromosomes are a possible representation of the region of interests or (RoIs) in the problem search space.

The objective function of the GA periodically assesses the presence of the centroid within the subspace by creating cropped images from the chromosomes. This work provided a foundation for many future investigations. Experimental results did show superiority against the contemporary methods.

7.3.4 Genetically Inspired modelling of the Multimodal Feature Space

- Published:

  ‘1st Australian Conference on the Applications of Systems Engineering ACASE’12 (p. 26)’.

Evolutionary biological concepts are suggested for modelling the metadata of a multimodal feature set. During this process, concepts including genotype, phenotype and reaction norms are replicated in a computational model. A genotype or gene structure used as an inspiration to model the structure of the metadata.

In this article, the phenotypes are the functional representation of genes to create physical properties of objects like colour, geometry and texture. The phenotypic behaviour is then tracked to search cues to representing environmental states. Finally, these environmental states are used as triggers to select phenotypes. Pilot tests were conducted to verify the functionality of this method.
7.3.5 Evolutionary Switching for Modality Selection in Water Contamination Monitoring

- Published:

  'Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Broadband and Biomedical Communications (IB2COM), November 5-8, 2012, Sydney, Australia'.

A phenotypic modelling approach developed previously is enhanced further to use it as a modality selection switch. In this work, multimodal image features as a phenotypic representation are extracted and their response is measured. The most sensitive or variable phenotypes are used as environment trackers.

Based on the slope of such phenotypes a modality is selected at a given time. This method needs periodic and continuous learning since it needs to keep itself adapting to varied environmental scenarios. A case study to detect objects on a water surface is validated to prove a practical use of this algorithm. The modality selection algorithm improves the accuracy and performance of the object detection process.

7.3.6 Managing Dynamism of Multimodal Detection in Machine Vision Using Selection of Phenotypes

- Published:

  'International Conference on Computer Aided Systems Theory (pp. 483-490).
  Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg'.
A combination of phenotypic modelling and a genetic algorithm is used to optimise data at modality and feature level. The genotypes are optimised and selected using the GA to improve detection accuracy and performance. This method was embedded in a machine vision problem to detect objects. Experiments show very encouraging results and superiority as compared to the contemporary practices.

7.3.7 Evolutionary Feature optimisation and Classification for Monitoring Floating Objects

- Published:

`Computational Intelligence and Efficiency in Engineering Systems (pp. 3-16). Springer International Publishing`.

This method uses a bet-hedging principle for modelling a feature subset. In this work, a combination of features with most and least probability of occurrence is used to mitigate the environmental uncertainty.

The learning process is performed by searching the accuracy level of the composition at different proportion levels for both types of features. An SVM classifier is used to classify the feature subset. This method was validated in a case study to monitor water surfaces for floating pollutants. This technique allows improving accuracy and stability of the detection process.
7.3.8 HyMuDS: A Hybrid Multimodal Data Acquisition System

- Published:
  
  'Computer Aided System Engineering (APCASE), 2015 Asia-Pacific Conference on (pp. 107-112). IEEE'.

A multi-modal data acquisition system ‘HyMuDS’ was developed for acquiring datasets from a camera and wireless-sensing modalities. A modular and scalable system architecture was designed to accommodate requirements of an environmental monitoring system.

A combination of modalities is packaged together using a controller computer. A multithreaded software running on a server computer is interfaced with the controller to acquire datasets continuously. The server also has a graphical user interface to visualise acquired datasets and control the system operations.

The HyMuDS provided an implementation framework for a case study for conducting experiments and rapid prototyping. A trial study conducted using this platform proves it the flexibility to develop application case studies in a quick manner.

7.3.9 Deep Learning and Learning Classifiers for Multimodal Image Processing

- Published:
  
  'Proceedings of Computer Aided System Engineering (APCASE), 2017 Asia-
A survey study to investigate the applicability of the machine learning classifiers for multimodal detection and labelling. In this work set of most commonly practised machine-learning algorithms were applied for multimodal feature classification.

The classification operation was performed on the datasets which were modelled to emulate environmental variability. Effect of variations in training dataset size, input vector size and number of modalities on classification accuracy and performance was measured. An enhanced version of this work was submitted to Springer as a book chapter.

7.3.10 iMuDS: An Internet of Multimodal Data Acquisition and Analysis Systems for Monitoring Urban Waterways

- Published:

  '2017 25th International Conference on Systems Engineering (ICSEng) (pp. 431-437), IEEE'.

An IoT case study iMuDS was developed by extending the previously developed system HyMuDS. Here an IoT architecture with the internet of HyMuDS systems was deployed over a geographical span.

The mapped set of nodes were used for monitoring an urban waterway for detecting the presence of pollutants floating on its surface. A business logic server
environment was proposed to deploy in a cloud environment. This server receives raw datasets in a feature form and then analyses them. Graphical user interfaces for reports, data-visualisation and dashboards were designed.

The multimodal evolutionary algorithms were an essential core component of the business logic to acquire, select and optimise the received data. This case study provides a low cost and practical solution for pollution monitoring problem in variable environmental conditions.

7.3.11 IMMuNE: An IoT Methodology for Multimodal Networks using Evolutionary Algorithms in Healthcare Context:

- Published:

  *Proceedings of Computer Aided System Engineering (APCASE), 2017 Asia-Pacific Conference on (pp. 21-22) and subsequently submitted to Springer International Publishing Berlin, Heidelberg*.

This work is a short investigative study conducted to find applicability of the evolutionary algorithms in the healthcare domain using IoT technologies. The focus here is on elderly-patient activity monitoring applications.

The idea here is to develop a multimodal detection system to monitor activities, human-body parameters and uncertain events. A non-intrusive approach using silhouettes is used to overcome privacy concerns. Use of evolutionary algorithms for optimising data at modality, feature and decision level is proposed. This work is still in progress and will be completed in the near future.
7.4 Limitations of Findings

The current methodology was tested up to a set of four modalities. There was no attempt made to increase the number of modalities due to inadequate availability of such data resources. Few other scalability parameters missed during this validation work include increasing the number of object labels and features. Insufficient effort was applied to combine spatial and spectral datasets.

The spectral aspect may allow discovering the problem space beyond the visible features. Also, there was no attempt made to include a few other modalities like audio and text. As per the literature review, most of the parallel processing architectures heavily rely on underlying computer hardware. There was no attempt made to exploit the proposed evolutionary methods to apply them on hardware-dependent architectures.

7.5 Future Directions

7.5.1 Computational Perspective

Methodology and validation work completed so far is mostly for processing data in the spatial domain. An insufficient attempt was given to the combining of the hybrid data fusion model using the evolutionary approach.

One of the future directions is to investigate further for developing a composite multimodal solution to connect in spatial with spectral domains. Such an attempt will stimulate the current evolutionary model to build many more real-life applications. One of the best examples can be monitoring of human gait using a camera and analogue sensors.

Most of the research work in this report is related to adding value to conventional image fusion and machine learning classification techniques. A further enhancement
to increase portability of these algorithms is to select and optimise processor cores in a parallel processing environment as technically required.

The recent technological trends are very supportive of the concurrent processing applications using multicore microprocessors. Use of an evolutionary selection algorithm for selecting a situation specific microprocessor core will increase operational efficiency.

7.5.2 Application Perspective

There was no attempt made to investigate the use of a low-resolution wireless camera network or Visual-Sensor-Network or VSN. The VSN technologies can allow discovering information from a large set of cameras in a distributed processing environment. An attempt needs to be given to enhancing the current evolutionary method, optimising information received from massively scalable VSN environments.

The HyMuDS system can capture a very massive amount of sensory data from the targeted environment. An inadequate focus was provided on the scalability perspective in the experimental work as it is considered an exercise in future. Further validation to test the applicability of big-data scenarios needs to be performed.

7.6 Concluding Remarks

This investigation adopted an evolutionary algorithmic methodology that proved to overcome the issues of uncertainty while detecting objects using multimodal camera-based methods. The designed algorithms were tested thoroughly to validate the hypothesis. The results of experimentation are showing significant improvements in accuracy and performance reaching 11% and 9% respectively (detailed results in
chapter 5.2). The robustness was observed to be improved in the range of 4% to 7%. Thus, proposed evolutionary algorithms are seen to be beneficial, and it is recommended the future endeavour could explore highly scalable 'Big-Data' applications.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Unimodal Image Detection Experimetal Results

8.1.1 Experiment Specification

- Accuracy and performance comparison of feature-based object classification with and without optimisation
- Modality: Visual spectrum
- Number of features: 26
- Number of class labels: 2 to 32
- Number of cycles: 10
- Classification Algorithms: SVM, DT, NB, RF, DC, KNN and ANN

Results and Discussion

A quick assessment was applied to verify usage of optimisation Enhanced-GA over seven commonly used classification algorithms. The Enhanced-GA was applied by varying a count of class labels from 2 to 32. The results show steady improvements in performance and accuracy as the number of class labels were increased. Alternately it can be concluded that, for a unimodal classification application, the optimisation process is more efficient for a substantial search space.
Figure 37: Classification Results with 2 Output Labels

(a) Without Applying Optimization

(b) After Applying Optimization
Figure 38: Classification Results with 4 Output Labels

(a) Without Optimisation

(b) With Optimisation
Figure 39: Classification Results with 8 Output Labels
Figure 40: Classification Results with 16 Output Labels

(a) Without Optimization

(b) With Optimization
Figure 41: Classification Results with 32 Output Labels
8.2 HyMuDS Datasamples

Figure 42: Example of Multimodal Data Samples Acquired using HyMuDS
8.3 TNO Dataset Class Library

Table 15: TNO Dataset Class Library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Total multimodal image Sets</th>
<th>Modeled Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL1</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Presence of human</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2</td>
<td>Bush</td>
<td>Trees and bushes in a scene</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL3</td>
<td>APVehicle</td>
<td>Military vehicle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL4</td>
<td>Chopper</td>
<td>Helicopter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL5</td>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>Sitting bench in a scene</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL6</td>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>Water body in pictures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL7</td>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Walkway in bush</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL8</td>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>Military tank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL9</td>
<td>Wire</td>
<td>Barbed Wire</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL10</td>
<td>House</td>
<td>Different types of houses</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL11</td>
<td>Jeep</td>
<td>Automotive Vehicle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL12</td>
<td>Wall</td>
<td>House Wall Structure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL13</td>
<td>Sandpath</td>
<td>Walking Path in Sand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL14</td>
<td>Balls</td>
<td>Circular Ball like Structure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4 Post-Thesis Research Paper

8.4.1 Towards an IOT Based System for Detection and Monitoring of Microplastics in Aquatic Environments

Conference: 22nd IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Engineering Systems 2018

Authors: Zenon Chaczko, Anup Kale, José Juan Santana-Rodriguez and Carmen Paz Suárez-Araujo

Abstract: The recent event of rescue mission involved in the Thailand soccer team called 'Wild Boar' has attracted our attention due to one of many challenges involved in the process. Apart from complex terrains, slippery paths and narrow size of gaps another essential aspect was the visibility constraint for the rescuers. Due to the kilometres of length without any natural light and presence of the muddy water, the rescue mission faced enormous challenges. At one stage there was a thought by rescue team to use crawling robots for guidance, but till date, it's not very sure whether such attempt was made. This article presents an overview of the possible usage of multimodal sensory apparatus equipped on a robotic vehicle which uses reinforcement learning and other neural networks for observing and learning intricate pathways involved in search and rescue operations. Here, we contemplate on using three on the shelf technologies and then integrate them with an application-specific configuration. Most commonly used mobile robots including crawlers, swimmers, climbers and drones were overviewed for the proposed usage. Appropriate instrumentation was as well overviewed with the proposed robots to capture images, signals and environmental parameters to create a most accurate scenario of the affected site. Finally, computational intelligence is equipped for data acquisition, pre-processing, transmission and classification operations. The proposed computational model involves the use of reinforcement learning strategy...
to learn and store the hidden discoveries. Finally, few case studies are discussed on the past usage of similar technologies with recommending future improvements using the most recent techniques.

Keywords: Microplastics, IoT, In-Situ Sensing, Multimodality.
8.5 Future Research Paper

8.5.1 Multimodal Detection using Mobile Robotics for Rescue Missions

a Preview

Abstract: The recent event of rescue mission involved in the Thailand soccer team called 'Wild Boar' has attracted our attention due to one of many challenges involved in the process. Apart from complex terrains, slippery paths and narrow size of gaps, another crucial aspect was the visibility constraint for the rescuers. Due to the kilometres of length without any natural light and presence of the muddy water, the rescue mission faced enormous difficulties from a visibility perspective. At one stage there was a thought by rescue team to use crawling robots for guidance, but till date, it’s not very sure whether such attempt was made. This article presents an overview of the possible usage of multimodal sensory apparatus equipped on a robotic vehicle which uses reinforcement learning and other neural networks for observing and learning intricate pathways involved in search and rescue operations. Here, we contemplate on using three on the shelf technologies and then integrate them with an application-specific configuration. Most commonly used mobile robots including crawlers, swimmers, climbers and drones were overviewed for the proposed usage. Appropriate instrumentation was as well overviewed with the proposed robots to capture images, signals and environmental parameters to create a most accurate scenario of the affected site. Finally, computational intelligence is equipped for data acquisition, preprocessing, transmission and classification operations. The proposed computational model involves the use of reinforcement learning strategy to learn and store the hidden discoveries. Finally, few two studies are discussed on the past usage of similar technologies with recommending future improvements using the most recent techniques.

Keywords: Mobile Robotics, Multimodality, Reinforcement Learning
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